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Abstract
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) allow deployment of mobile wireless devices or nodes in a range
of environments without any fixed infrastructure and hence at a minimal setup cost. Broadcast
support that assures a high coverage (i.e., a large fraction of nodes receiving a broadcast) is essential
for hosting user applications, and is also non-trivial to achieve due to the nature of devices and
mobility. We propose Encounter Gossip, a novel broadcast protocol, which holds minimal state and
is unaware of network topology. Coverage obtained can be made arbitrarily close to 1 at a moderate
cost of extra message traffic, even in partition-prone networks. Under certain simplifying assumptions,
it is shown that a high coverage is achieved by making a total of O(n lnn) broadcasts, where n is
the number of nodes, and the time to propagate a message is O(lnn). The effect of various network
parameters on the protocol performance is examined. We then propose modifications to minimise the
number of redundant transmissions without compromising the achieved coverage. Two approaches
are pursued: timer based and history based. The effectiveness of each of these approaches is assessed
through an extensive set of simulation experiments in the context of two mobility models. Specifically,
we introduce a new heuristic alpha policy which achieves significant reduction in redundancy with
negligible reduction in coverage. A generalisation to multiple broadcasts proceeding in parallel
is proposed and the protocol is refined to reduce problems that can occur due to the effects of
high mobility when transmitting a large number of messages. Finally, we implement and validate
Encounter Gossip in the context of a real-life mobile ad-hoc network. All these investigations suggest
that the protocol, together with the proposed modifications and refinements, is suited to MANETs
of varying degrees of node densities and speeds.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are networks of nodes that communicate over multi hop wireless
links without the support of network infrastructure or base stations. These nodes are also mobile,
either self locomotively or through being carried by users or external events. A good summary of
the scale of problems posed by communication within MANET can be read in [19], this attempts to
cover the vastness of the problem including physical layer, routing protocols, mobility, simulation
cross layer research, security and more.
In this thesis we define a protocol whose principal objective is to deliver a message, originating
at any node, to all other nodes with high probability. A secondary objective is to minimise, as far
as possible, the memory requirements at each node. In fact, what will be defined is not a single
protocol, but a family of protocols depending on an integer parameter, τ , the number of encounters
on which a node transmits each message. Specifically this protocol is a high coverage broadcast
protocol for MANET. Most existing protocols are generally designed to work in low mobility, high
density contexts, resulting in connected networks. Our focus falls on the area where these opposite
assumptions are also possible: Low density networks with many frequent partitions and high mobility.
Those protocols that are developed are commonly tested exhaustively under simulation, however
coverage and network usage in the real world may be different due to the assumptions made in
simulation. We take our protocol from creation, simulation, optimisation and on to real world
experiments to examine its performance.
Mobile devices with wireless network capabilities are all around us. Their numbers are growing,
spurred on by rapid progress in wireless communication. The pervasiveness of WiFi (802.11X variants)
in PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and laptops, and Bluetooth in mobile phones means that many
people use these wireless capable devices daily. The mobility of such devices is naturally only limited
by the imagination; people, animals, vehicles etc may all carry mobile network capable devices. These
mobile devices are capable of being connected to infrastructure based network but also in an ad-hoc
mode. These MANET may consist of any number of mobile devices we call Nodes. Generally these
2devices transmit messages on a single channel and all Nodes within transmission range may receive
these messages. Naturally a Node wishing to communicate with another Nodes which is outside its
wireless range will have to use an intermediate node to route the message. Thus all devices in a
MANET may be routers for the messages of others.
When compared to desktop computer, devices used in MANET are assumed to have limited
resources: low memory, low processing power, limited wireless range and limited battery life; these
all contribute additional challenges when designing for MANET. The limited processing power of
mobile devices means that both applications and networking protocols cannot use overly complex
calculation. The constrained memory of mobile devices means that stored information is clearly
finite. Therefore the more information a protocol generates and stores, the faster this resource will
be consumed, and the sooner data must be discarded.
The specific property of mobility and the ability to form networks, ad-hoc, as and when mobile
devices come together opens up a host of new applications. Currently the application of these
networks include: Disaster Recovery, Military Operations, Vehicle to Vehicle and intra Vehicle
communications, collaborative computing and monitoring of environments which are difficult to
access by other means. The success of such collaborative undertakings require reliable communication,
group management or even consensus and these depend to a large extent on the provision of efficient
multicast [32].
The ad-hoc property of a MANET implies that there is no inherent infrastructure. This may be
due to the lack of base stations and central management or simply that these are too expensive to
utilise. Thus routing in MANET requires new protocols to be able to cope with arbitrary topologies
and configurations of nodes. To send a message immediately from one node to another (unicast)
requires a route to be known in advance (pro-actively) or discovered as needed (reactively) so that
the message can be passed node-to-node until the destination is reached. If delivery time is not
an issue, in MANET, there is also the possibility that the mobile nodes wishing to communicate
may enter communication range, and thus encounter each another, and transmit messages directly
avoiding all intermediate transmissions.
The focus of this thesis in on network-wide broadcasting. Network-wide broadcast protocols
attempt to propagate messages from a source node to all nodes within a network. Network-wide
Broadcast is a major communication primitive required in MANET by both applications and
other network protocols. Broadcast protocols are an important foundation for realisation of several
middleware functionalities such as replication[4], group management[63] and consensus[100]. Moreover
broadcast often forms the basis of a service discovery mechanism. In fact routing protocols such as
DSR[42] and AODV[78] along with many others require broadcast to discover routes. Broadcast is
also a key construct for many applications such as content distribution: fire fighting [48], USENET
on the fly [3], P2P file sharing [61]. In MANET that are especially dynamic, broadcast may be the
3best way forward for achieving other network primitives such as multicast.
Recent research into routing both unicast (AODV [78, 80], DSR [42], DSDV[79]) and multicast
(MAODV[84], CAMP[26], ODMRP[57], FGMP [17]) has focussed on applying traditional tree based
wired network solutions to the MANET environment. Where mobility and network partitions cause
this to break down they each have recovery mechanisms but naturally if routes break down too often
then the protocols perform poorly or even fail completely.
Under traditional routing protocols, mobility causes a substantial reduction in performance.
Coverage is usually heavily affected as routes break more frequently with higher node mobility. This
is often because recalculating a route requires flooding the network with a route request. So if every
route breaks immediately, the protocol performs worse than the simplest of all broadcast protocols,
flooding. In flooding every node transmits every message once, either immediately upon receipt or
after a random interval. The protocol keeps minimal state (for detecting redundant receptions) and
requires no information on network topology. Flooding has been shown in these cases to be a good
starting point for building more robust broadcast and multicast protocols for MANET [73].
So far all protocols we have mentioned assume that the network is connected. But in a MANET
it is clear that this will not always be the case as mobility and obstacles to wireless transmission
may cause partitions in the network. When the network is partitioned the existing protocols perform
poorly in message delivery. In fact in the most extreme case, if the network is partitioned into as
many partitions as there are nodes, the message delivery coverage (fraction of nodes that receive a
message) will be 0. A different approach is needed to achieve coverage in these partitioned scenarios.
One based on a simple store and forward mechanism, where messages are rebroadcast on encounter
of new nodes, is an approach that we and others have examined.
1.1 Applications of MANET
MANET are suitable for deployment when traditional infrastructure networks are too costly, imprac-
tical or even impossible to deploy, or when the network must be deployed rapidly. These scenarios
cover a wide range of operational parameters. A common civilian form of MANET is a Vehicular
Ad-Hoc Network (VANET), that is formed by mobile nodes attached to vehicles moving on roads. A
common application for VANET is road safety and traffic flow management [82, 94]. A VANET may
experience a large variation in the number of nodes and density of the network, as they fluctuate
with traffic and road network. Speeds in VANET will therefore also range between stationary or slow
moving traffic, say at 4mph (approx 2ms−1) to 70mph (approx 31ms−1). There is no reason though
that VANETS could not be deployed on aircraft capable of much higher speeds.
Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSAN) are deployed to simplify the monitoring of hard
to observe systems. Often this may require fast response times to deploy countermeasures to the
4observed situation, eg reduce temperature if it gets too hot. In [1] we find a good survey of WSAN.
A good example of the use of WSAN is in ZebraNET [43], which deploys sensor nodes on Zebras to
provide novel studies on Zebra migration whilst simultaneously studying energy and position aware
MANET.
Military scenarios are particulary suited for MANET deployment. It may be difficult or im-
possible to set up an infrastructure network, as enemy operations cause disruption. Examples of
military MANET projects include: Near-Team Digital Radio (NTDR)[85] and Joint Tactical Radio
System(JTRS)[23]. NTDR provided a prototype MANET radio packet network for the US Army
consisting of up to 400 radios and a network management terminal to serve a 20 x 30 km area.
JTRS is a software defined radio for voice and data that will be backwards compatible with a large
number of other military and civilian radio systems. It also includes wideband networking software
to implement full-featured MANETs.
Related heavily to military scenarios are disaster recovery and emergency operations. Disasters,
natural or otherwise, may knock out traditional infrastructure networks. At these times a fast
deployed MANET can be the ideal solution for providing group communication and collaboration.
In [44] a system is proposed which combines MANET, satellite IP network and terrestrial internet to
provide a collaborative emergency response system.
1.2 Problem Statement and Goal
For every single broadcast in a MANET there is an Ideal Minimum Propagation Time (IMPT).
This is the time from which the source node transmits the broadcast until the last partitioned node
comes into contact with a node which can forward the message. For a connected static network
IMPT ≈ 0. For a disconnected network IMPT > 0 and grows with the increase in partitions. High
speed of mobility may reduce IMPT. IMPT is a property of the network at the instant the message
is broadcast.
Khelil [50] defines two terms which we adopt here to describe the connected and the partitioned
scenario’s that broadcast algorithms fall into. In a connected network a broadcast can be almost
instantaneously made to all nodes within the connected space: Broadcast-in-space. When the network
is partitioned, the only way for a network wide broadcast to occur is for a node from the source
partition to travel to and connect with the nodes in the remaining partition, which may take minutes,
hours, days or longer: Broadcast-in-time.
We present and discuss the properties of a collection of broadcast protocols covering both
Broadcast-in-space and Broadcast-in-time scenarios in Chapter 2.
In an ideal world, under the Broadcast-in-space scenario flooding should suffice to achieve perfect
coverage. Unfortunately the broadcast storm problem means that perfect coverage may not be
5achieved using such a simple protocol[72]. A large number of broadcast protocols have been proposed
for avoiding this problem. The broadcast storm problem applies to MANET in the following way.
Nodes using WiFi or similar under ad-hoc mode use carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), but no
collision detection (CD). This leads to three issues which are collectively called the broadcast storm
problem.
1. Because the radio propagation is omnidirectional and a physical location may be covered by
the transmission ranges of several hosts, many rebroadcasts are considered to be redundant.
2. Heavy contention could exist because rebroadcasting hosts are probably close to each other.
3. Collisions are more likely to occur because the RTS/CTS (request to send/clear to send)
dialogue is inapplicable and the timing of rebroadcasts is highly correlated.
More recent protocols have addressed the Broadcast-in-time scenario. There are two key questions
which need to be addressed when trying to broadcast across a partitioned network:
1. When should the protocol retransmit broadcast messages?
2. When should the protocol terminate?
Protocols that address this problem space can be split broadly into those which use repeated
flooding and those which use a negotiation method to determine when to retransmit. Both types,
however rely on the lifetime of a broadcast message as a terminating condition. Effectively they
must predict the IMPT and use a lifetime is greater than this to achieve high coverage. Without
the ability to know a priori, how long it may take for a message to propagate, within an arbitrarily
mobile network,(the IMPT) it is not possible to provide an appropriate broadcast lifetime for all
mobility scenarios. If the lifetime is too small and mobility is low, coverage will also be low as the
broadcast times out before it covers all nodes. If the lifetime is too high this causes the protocols to
continue propagating actions even after maximum coverage is reached: flooding protocols retransmit
too many times causing more redundant transmissions; negotiations enter the three way handshake
negotiation more than necessary; see Section 2.9.2.
Instead of a broadcast lifetime our approach uses an encounter threshold which determines the
number of retransmissions made of any broadcast message. In Chapter 3 we model the algorithm and
network behaviour to determine an appropriate value based on network size. Naturally as mobility
changes the frequency of encounters also changes accordingly and so our retransmissions cease after
an appropriate number of retransmissions.
We measure the density of a MANET as the average number of nodes found in an area equivalent
to a node’s range of wireless transmission. If this value is 1 or below then for a majority of the time
each node is alone in a partition of size 1. Without infrastructure or knowledge of when or how
6nodes will move, the fastest way of propagating a broadcast is for every node to pass all broadcast
messages to every node it meets. Message propagation protocols typically send two types of message,
data messages and control messages. In the most extreme case of mobility, nodes move in such a
manner that only a single message may be successfully received upon an encounter (the case where
no message may be received is identical to no contact being made at all); upon detection of an
encounter, the message that is transmitted must be a data message for it to be of any real use.
Existing broadcast protocols for MANET have been developed that work within a range different
partition and mobility scenarios, but none to our knowledge that address this combination of extremes.
It is with this worst case scenario in mind that we propose Encounter Gossip our encounter based
propagation protocol which we introduce in Chapter 3.
1.3 Primary Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
1. Encounter Gossip
We introduce Encounter Gossip (EG) which is an encounter based broadcast protocol for
MANET. Broadcasts are retransmitted upon the encountering nodes. Nodes stop retransmitting
a broadcast message when they have made τ retransmissions.(Chapter 3).
2. Mobility-independent τ Estimate
We model the encounter rate of nodes in a MANET and use this to generate a Mobility-
independent estimate for the value of τ that achieves high coverage (Chapter 3, equation
3.6).
3. α-reduction policy
Multiple retransmissions increases redundancy so we investigate improvements to the protocol
aimed at reducing the number of redundant transmissions (Chapter 4). In particular, we
introduce our α-reduction policy which is both simple and effective, and hence is worth
implementing.
4. Efficiency of Multiple Messages
In generalizing the protocol to multiple parallel broadcasts, we identify two extra causes of
redundancy that can occur due to the effects of high mobility when transmitting large numbers
of messages. We investigate the causes and introduce measures to minimise these effects
(Chapter 5).
5. Real World Evaluation
In order to provide a realistic evaluation of EG we implement for mobile devices and perform a
7set of experiments in a challenging real-world environment (Chapter 6).
1.4 Thesis Outline
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we show a taxonomy of broadcast protocols and
discuss the related work for both Broadcast-in-space and Broadcast-in-time scenarios. We provide
comparisons with our own approach and highlight the merits and limitations of the varied approaches.
In Chapter 3 we introduce our protocol, Encounter Gossip (EG). We derive a formula for
calculating a mobility independent estimate for τ . We then provide quantitative performance results
which show that EG provides high coverage for a wide range of densities and mobility speeds.
In chapter 4 we explore ways of reducing the number of redundant transmissions made by EG.
Several policies are evaluated through simulation and their relative merits discussed. The key
optimization discovered is our own α reduction policy, which significantly reduces the number of
redundant transmissions.
In Chapter 5 we identify two serious performance issues which occur when multiple broadcasts
occur in parallel: Encounter Redundancy and Departure Redundancy and introduce modifications
to EG to overcome these issues. We demonstrate that a considerable improvement in coverage
can be achieved, particularly when comparing high speeds and low densities. We then examine a
new performance measure to evaluate the possibility of achieving FIFO Order without recovery
mechanism. We show that this is indeed a distinct possibility.
In Chapter 6 we deploy EG into a, real world environment, a university office complex, which
provides significant barriers to wireless radio transmission. We use PDAs and a laptop to perform a
real world experiment with a large group of users who’s mobility is determined only by their normal
daily routine. We show that even in this difficult scenario EG is capable of delivering high coverage.
We continue by capturing the mobility pattern of the real world and performing simulations to
provide quantitative evaluation of EG under ideal network conditions. Finally we compare and
contrast our observed real world mobility with the work of Chaintreau et al [15].
In Chapter 7, we summarise our contributions and outline further work which may become the
direction of future research.
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Related Work
We commence this chapter with a brief set of definitions that are used throughout this work. We give
a brief history of routing as has emerged into MANET whilst holding onto wired network strategies.
We then present a taxonomy for broadcast protocols in MANET. We provide short reviews of
representative protocols and outline their strengths and weaknesses.
2.0.1 Definitions
In this thesis we use the following list of some important terms.
Node
A device capable of sending, receiving and routing messages within the network, in our case
unless otherwise stated these are wireless.
Transmission
The sending of a message through the air, a MAC layer broadcast. These messages may be
overheard by any node within the wireless range.
Multicast
The network primitive, used to send a message from a node or nodes who are members of a
group, to all other nodes who are members of that group.
Broadcast
The network primitive, used to send a message from one node to all nodes in the network.
Broadcast is in fact a specific instance of multicast, where the multicast group is the entire
network.
Neighbourhood Knowledge
Many Ad Hoc routing protocols leverage neighbourhood knowledge in some way. This is
achieved by some kind of HELLO message which contains a node id, which announces a nodes
9existence to one another. In 802.11 radios, beacon frames are sent periodically by the MAC
layer, these could be leveraged at the network layer for neighbourhood knowledge. The simplest
form allows a node to know only his immediate, 1-hop neighbours. By transmitting a list of
all 1-hop neighbours in a HELLO message or piggy-backed on a data message, nodes can be
made aware of their 2-hop neighbours, at the cost of additional/larger messages. Naturally
3+hop neighbourhoods can also be maintained but these become prohibitively expensive and
as such most algorithms use 1-hop or 2-hop neighbourhood knowledge.
Density
Throughout the literature several parameters are used to control the density of a MANET:
• Wireless range of a node
• Number of nodes
• Size of the simulation area.
People often use the average number of neighbours as parameter of density although it is
important to recognise that this is actually a result value that is effected by wireless range,
number of nodes, simulation area and mobility of nodes. The average number of neighbours
reflects the density observed by nodes. Since much research provides only for a subset of these
parameters we calculate global density as the average number of nodes within a circle of radius
equal to the wireless range. This measure allows us to compare density with work that provides
no density figure. This global density is subtly different from the average number of neighbours
since a global density of 0.5 means that a randomly chosen circle of wireless range will contain
a node with probability 0.5. On the other hand with average number of 0.5 neighbours, a
randomly selected node will have an average of 0.5 neighbours.
Assuming symmetrical wireless ranges(r) that are identical for each of N nodes, we calculate
network density as:
Density =
N ∗ pi ∗ r2
AreaofSimulation
For example with a network of 64 nodes, a wireless range of 179.80m, and a network area of a
square kilometre (1000000m2) we get a density of 6.5.
Work has been done to find the ideal node density for communication [83], they perform a
number of simulations under GloMoSim in which they determine for a stationary network, 7
or 8 neighbours per node should be optimum though, as mobility increases, higher densities
would increase throughput.
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We examine considerably lower densities and develop a protocol that can perform well at these
densities.
2.0.2 Traditional Routing
Recent research into routing both unicast (AODV [78, 80], DSR [42], DSDV[79]) and multicast
(MAODV[84], CAMP[26], ODMRP[57], FGMP [17]) has focussed on applying traditional wired
network solutions to the MANET environment. Where mobility and network partitions cause this to
break down they each have recovery mechanisms but naturally if routes break down too often then
the protocols perform poorly or even fail completely.
Under traditional routing protocols mobility causes substantial reduction in performance. Coverage
is usually heavily affected as routes break more frequently with higher node mobility. This is often
because recalculating a route requires flooding the network with a route request. So if every route
breaks immediately, the protocol performs worse than flooding.
It has however been suggested that mobility could in fact increase the throughput capacity of
Ad-Hoc networks, if one is willing to sacrifice for a larger latency [28]. If nodes are able to delay
transmission to reduce the number of hops that are needed to reach a destination then the network
is able to make fewer transmissions on the whole reducing congestion and allowing more useful
throughput.
2.1 Reliability
The requirements for reliable broadcast have been traditionally described by three properties [32]
Validity If a correct process broadcasts a message m, then all correct processes eventually deliver
m.
Agreement If a correct process delivers a message m, then all correct processes eventually deliver
m.
Integrity For any message m, every correct process delivers m at most once, and only if some
process broadcasts m.
Most research into reliable broadcast in MANET does not consider the possibility of incorrect
processes. The only two examples we are currently aware of are Burmester [9] and Bhandari [6] who
both examine reliable broadcast with Byzantine failure. Instead we define a process as correct if it is
never permanently partitioned from the network, as in this case propagation of messages is doomed
to failure.
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There are two distinct approaches to achieving reliable broadcast and multicast in MANET,
Deterministic and Probabilistic. The deterministic approach is favoured in traditional wired networks
as it provides atomic guarantees of message delivery. Traditional Reliable Broadcast requires this
deterministic approach to achieve. Several deterministic reliable broadcast/multicast protocols have
been proposed for MANET [74], [27], [99].
Naturally this approach consumes considerable overhead resources to achieve reliability. The
deterministic approach has been shown to scale poorly and a probabilistic approach of fighting
fire with fire scales much better [29]. Research into deployment of reliable broadcast in large scale
networks has also suggested that scalability of performance is more desirable than strict adhesion to
these properties [49].
The probabilistic approach is therefore arguably more suitable for MANET; it provides guarantees
that a broadcast will be successfully delivered with some probability P . These protocols are commonly
simpler and use less resources. Naturally cases exist where stronger guarantees that may include
timing may be required, however it seems unlikely these can be delivered in the extreme environment
we propose without massive overhead that will reduce scalability considerably.
2.2 A Measure of Reliability for Probabilistic Broadcast in
MANET
The traditional definition of reliability is impossible to achieve probabilistically. However ∆-Reliable
Broadcast [25] is proposed as a good measure of how reliable a probabilistic protocol may be in
MANET. Where ∆ represents the allowed variability of the reliability.
∆Reliable Broadcast which is satisfies the same properties as before with probability psi. They
redefine Agreement as follows.
∆-Agreement If a correct process delivers message m, then eventually at least a fraction ρ of
correct processes deliver m.
So the reliability measure of a protocol is defined by ∆ = (ψ, ρ)(ψ, ρ ∈ [0, 1]). This requires that
a fraction ρ of nodes deliver m with probability ψ. Unfortunately once calculated this measure only
applies to the exact parameters of a system in which it was calculated. If any parameter (mobility,
density radio range etc.) were to change the reliability measure would be invalid, and in many
cases wildly inaccurate. Nevertheless this could be a useful measure to be able to directly compare
protocols across identical simulation parameters.
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2.3 Improving the reliability of broadcast
Since flooding is a commonly used protocol used for broadcast itself and as a primitive by many
other protocols it is important to optimise its performance. Flooding suffers from the broadcast
storm problem [72], there are several methods in the literature that have been developed with which
to combat the problem. The most effective of these limit contention and collision by reducing the
number of nodes that rebroadcast the flooded message. A general approach used in most solutions
follows. When a node Nodei receives a new message m, set a timer t(m). When that timer expires,
decide whether or not to retransmit.
Timer
This timer determines the waiting time until the forwarding decision. Three goals that may be
achieved in this waiting period are outlined here. The primary goal of the delay is to reduce likelihood
of collision. Random delay is a common tool used in many protocols. A secondary goal may be to
influence the timer based on expected coverage. If a node has a large number of neighbours, the
delay might be shorter than nodes with fewer neighbours. This would improve the chances of higher
area being covered by the next transmission. The third goal is simply to allow ample time for the
decision process to complete.
Decision Process
The majority of decision processes are designed with the aim of reducing the probability of transmission
if this is likely to be redundant. Many of the broadcast protocols we present later are named after the
design of the decision process. The simplest of all decision processes is gossip. By retransmitting with
probability P , the number of retransmissions can be reduced significantly. Naturally reducing the
number of broadcasts will reduce collisions, if P is selected carefully this can enhance the reliability
of the protocol.
2.4 Flooding for Multicast and Broadcast in MANET
Recent literature has suggested that flooding may itself be a better starting point for high coverage
broadcast and multicast MANET routing than traditional methods. In a study comparing the
performance of flooding, ODMRP and MAODV under both ns2 and GloMoSim [73], flooding is
shown to outperform the multicast protocols especially when traffic load and number of sources
increase. In fact flooding still achieves over 70% coverage when the number of senders and mobility
are high when the multicast protocols show very poor performance.
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Flooding is also proposed as a solution to MANET multicast by Ho et al in [37]. Ho illustrates
that under extreme mobility even flooding is not sufficient. He suggests research into persistent
flooding, where messages are stored and repeatedly flooded at intervals. He I identifies three key
issues which should be addressed in future work:
1. Packet State : For robustness, some packet state is likely to be required, this information should
be kept to minimum.
2. Flooding Overhead : It is non trivial to measure and quantify. Multiple flooding waves of the
same packet may occur and high overheads may be incurred by re-flooding the packet.
3. Collision Loss : The broadcast nature of flooding leads to packet loss through collision, mecha-
nisms for coping with this are needed.
This provides us with a strong motivation for our protocol, Encounter Gossip, a persistent form
of flooding which has minimal packet state and we optimise to minimise overhead and collision
loss. We introduce this fully in Chapter 3 and our performance metric, Redundant Broadcasts and
optimisation using RAD in Chapter 4.
2.5 Taxonomy
We use Khelil’s taxonomy for broadcast protocols in MANET; he identifies application sensitivity
to delay and connectivity of network as two orthogonal values that can be used to provide a useful
basis for taxonomy [50]. His classification of broadcast algorithms in connected networks combines
the very thorough discussion of broadcasting techniques is given by Williams et al in [104], and also
work by Yi et al [108] and Heissenbuttel et al [35]. We add to this several other related works and
our own observations and discussions of the pros and cons of the broadcast protocols.
We follow this taxonomy that takes into consideration the MANET characteristics on the one
hand and the application requirements on the other. Applications can be split broadly into those
which are delay critical and those which are delay tolerant. MANET can be split into those which
are mostly connected or those which are frequently partitioned.
Delay-critical applications broadcasting in partitioned networks (Q1 in Fig. 2.1) will only achieve
low coverage as they may only deliver to the subset of nodes in their partition. Since high values of
coverage are desired in broadcast, we conclude that solutions in Q1 are impossible, unless coverage
within only the currently connected partition is acceptable.
As we noted earlier, Grossglauer provides foundations for using delay tolerance in connected
networks (Q4) to achieve greater throughput. As far as we can establish, however no protocols
have been developed that utilise this capability. The gain in network capacity comes at the cost of
unpredictable end-to-end delay.
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Chapter 3. Related Work
the volatile nature of node mobility in MANETs, where the nodes move in an
unpredictable way.
In the literature we identify two classes of solutions for broadcasting. The first
class of solutions is designed for delay-critical applications in non-partitioned
MANETs (Q2). These solutions however show poor performance in partitioned
MANETs. The second class of solutions is developed for delay-tolerant applica-

































Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of related work
The first class of related work includes a large number of broadcast protocols
that have been developed for connected MANETs. These protocols are based on
flooding, where nodes forward messages after a very short delay in range of few
milliseconds (cut-through principle). Therefore, these protocols are suitable for
delay-critical applications, where the message has to be distributed within mil-
liseconds or a few seconds to all network nodes. These strategies take advantage
of only the connectivity-in-space. As mentioned in Section 1.1, we refer to this
broadcast paradigm as broadcast-in-space.
The second class of related work is composed of protocols that cache broad-
cast messages and forward them through node mobility on favorable encounters
with other nodes. These solutions rely on the general store-and-forward concept.
Since messages need longer time periods in the range of minutes or even hours
(depending on the movement patterns) to reach the destination, we refer to this
broadcast paradigm as broadcast-in-time. The applications using these protocols
have to be delay-tolerant. Applications should tolerate delay values that allow
for the connectivity-in-time of the MANET. Broadcast-in-time protocols perform
well in highly partitioned networks. Unfortunately, they show a poor performance
in connected ones due to their high message overhead.
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of related work
Khelil divides the current protocols from the literature into two classes; those that fit in Q2:
Broadcast-in-space; and those that fit into Q3: Broadcast-in-time [50]. If a MANET is not partitioned,
a broadcast will reach the entire space, Broadcast-in-space encompasses a large number of broadcast
protocols which are designed for connect MANET, examples of these are in section 2.6. These
are commonly b sed on fl oding and apply various optimisations to increase coverage or reduce
redundancy. These protocols are suitable for delay sensitive applications.
If a MANET is partitioned into one or more partitions, then a broadcast may only reach all
nodes in all partitions given enough time for those nodes from separate partitions to propagate the
broadcast. Broadcast-in-time protocols provide store and forward semantics. Messages are stored in
nodes and propagated at opportunistic encounters , examples of these are in section 2.6.
Since mobility dictates the speed at which partitions are traversed transmission delay may be
anything from seconds, to days or more, depending on the specific scenario. This class of protocols are
appropriate for delay-tolerant applications in highly partitioned networks (Q3). Applications should
tolerate delay values that allow for the Ideal Minimum Propagation Time(IMPT) of the MANET.
Broadcast-in-time protocols perform well in highly partitioned networks. Unfortunately, performance
of such protocols in connected MANET typically degrade due to higher message overhead. Our
approach uses techniques from both classes and performs well in both connected and partitioned
networks.
2.5.1 Pocket Switched Networking
A new term Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) has been coined to define the Broadcast-in-time type
network that we are addressing where nodes are frequently disconnected for unknown periods of time
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[15]. Work at Cambridge has examined the behaviour of PSN from earlier experiments in university
campuses and their own data from a conference experiment to discern the trend of connectivity
in PSN [15, 39]. They argue that the performance of some MANET routing algorithms is highly
dependant on the mobility patterns that have been used under simulation and show that this has
considerably different characteristics to those found in real world environments. Crowcroft’s Pilgrim
proposal suggests work on a new network stack to support PSN and human mobility [21], initial
proposals are to use the algorithm we describe in Chapter 3. We further explore the implications of
this work with experiments in Chapter 6
2.6 Broadcast-in-space Protocols
Broadcast is a necessary network primitive for both application level communication and routing in
networks. In a MANET it is typically performed by flooding. This is a simple topology free operation
in which each node simply rebroadcasts any message which is not a duplicate. In denser networks
this is extremely wasteful and much of the literature has discussed ways to optimise flooding.
Whilst trying to reduce the redundancy in flooding we also want to increase its reliability. If one
can increase the reliability of a flood at the network layer, a reduction in the number of times flooding
is invoked at the network layer can occur. Such that an application that requires 99% reliability and
as such might invoke a 90% reliable broadcast, would only need invoke a 99% reliable broadcast once.
In this section we provide descriptions of a number of protocols and their perceived strengths and






























Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of Broadcast-in-space protocols
There are two further classes that all the following protocols fall into: Non-adaptive and Adaptive
protocols. Naturally adaptive protocols adapt their behaviour to the environment of the MANET,





Gossiping and counter based protocols have been presented as two probabilistic approaches in the
literature.
Haas et al use gossip to optimise Flooding[31]. They argue using percolation theory and then
illustrate using simulation that the use of gossip with flooding gives coverage a bimodal distribution
similar to that observed in bimodal multicast [7]. The algorithm Gossip1(p, k) works as follows: For
the first k hops the message is forwarded with probability 1, this helps avoid early extinction of the
broadcast. For the remaining hops > k the message is rebroadcast with probability p. They show
that Gossip1 can be used to effectively broadcast messages with a good reduction in cost and as a
benefit provide a probabilistic statistic to determine the reliability of their algorithm.
Gossip based ad-hoc routing, [59] A probabilistic approach based on phase transition is proposed
by Sasson et al [86]. They show that the bimodal properties described by Haas et al, are only
achievable when network conditions are ideal and network size is around 250 nodes, for lower sizes
25 and fewer nodes, the coverage behaviour is almost linear. Through experiments with speeds of
0and5ms−1 the authors show that at very high densities, (Density = 19) coverage performs with a
bell curve peaking at 100% coverage using propagation probability 0.1. In contrast at lower densities
(D=2.5, 7.1) coverage is linearly proportional to propagation probability peaking at less than 60%
even when propagation probability is 1.
Cartigny et al discuss an adaptive gossip protocol which includes 3 enhancements to gossip which
modify the probability with which a node will transmit. A density aware scheme and one which
prefers nodes further from the source (preferably Border Nodes) and a combination of these are
discussed [12].
A counter based scheme [72, 104] uses a RAD during which the number of duplicate messages
received are counted. The message is only retransmitted if the count is less than a specified threshold
value otherwise the message is dropped. The key idea being that those nodes that receive most
duplicates are unlikely to be able to reach any new nodes with a retransmission.
Area-Based
Area-based protocols estimate the additional area of coverage that could be achieved by a node
retransmitting a message. If this is higher than a given threshold then the retransmission is allowed
otherwise it is suppressed. In the literature, two area-based schemes have been proposed in [72]:
Distance-based and location-based techniques.
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A distance-based forwarding decision is made, using the distance of the receiving node to its
neighbours from which it has received the message. The shorter this distance, the less likely the node
will be able to provide any additional coverage. The closer to maximum wireless range the larger
coverage is likely to be achieved. A threshold value somewhere between these extremes needs to be
chosen. The authors of [72] proposed to use signal strength to approximate distances.
The location-based approach estimates the additional coverage area more precisely. Rather than
using distance, it is proposed that each node know and transmit it’s location. This would allow
accurate calculation of additional area covered at the expense of larger hello messages containing
location data, and the power and technology requirements of location devices (perhaps using GPS)
on a mobile device, which is hard to realise in many MANET applications.
2.7.2 Topology-Based
We identify two sub-classes: The local-decision- based approaches and imposed-decision-based
approaches. In local-decision-based approaches (reactive approaches), each node determines on
its own, whether or not to propagate a broadcast message. However, in imposed-decision-based
approaches (proactive approaches), the forwarding decision is imposed by other nodes such as the
previous relay node or the cluster-head.
Local-Decision-Based
The basic idea of these approaches is that a node exploits neighbourhood connectivity and history of
the nodes that the message has already visited, in order to decide on its own, if it is a forward node
or not. The authors of [106] proposed a generic scheme that covers most existing local-decision-based
approaches. The scheme is based on two conditions, namely on neighbourhood connectivity and
history of the nodes already visited. Each node builds information about its neighbourhood by
exchanging neighbourhood information with its 1-hop neighbours, by means of periodic HELLO
messages. Information about a node’s property, such as ID or node degree, and a list of nodes already
visited is added to the broadcast messages. Based on this information a node decides whether or not
to propagate a message.
The simplest local-decision-based method is flooding with self-pruning [60] also known as neighbour
coverage scheme which uses 2-hop neighbourhood knowledge. The sender piggybacks a list of its
1-hop neighbours on each transmitted broadcast message and a receiving node only propagates the
message immediately if it can cover some additional nodes to those of the sender.
The scalable broadcast algorithm (SBA) [77] uses the same forwarding strategy as the neighbour
coverage scheme, with the following two main differences. First, nodes insert the list of their 1-
hop neighbours to HELLO beacons and not to data messages. Secondly, nodes do not forward
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immediately, but initiate an RAD. For each neighbour that propagates during the waiting period, the
node re-calculates its additional coverage. When the RAD expires and the additional coverage set is
not empty, the node is a forward node. In SBA, RAD is not constant, but it is adapted depending on
a node’s relative neighbour degree. Scoped flooding [73, 98] is a variant of the SBA protocol. Upon
the expiration of RAD, a node propagates the message, if more than a fixed ratio of its neighbours
are still not covered. The authors of [98] propose to use 15% as the ratio value.
Scoped flooding behaves like SBA for 0% ratio value. The lightweight and efficient network-wide
broadcast (LENWB) [93] is similar to the neighbour coverage scheme, but nodes acquire 2-hop
neighbourhood information by the periodic sending of HELLO beacons that contain the list of 1-hop
neighbours. Upon receiving a broadcast message from a sender, the receiver computes the coverage of
its 1-hop neighbours that received the message and have a higher node degree. Only if all receiver’s
neighbours are covered by higher degree nodes, is the forward cancelled.
Several of the local-decision-based approaches are based on connected dominating sets (CDS).
One such algorithm, requires 2-hop neighbour information [107]. A node belongs to the dominating
set if two unconnected neighbours exist. Only nodes that belong to the CDS forward the message.
Unlike [107], in [92] 1-hop neighbour information is sufficient if nodes are aware of their positions in
order to determine if two neighbours are connected. Under the assumption that each node knows its
accurate position, connected dominating sets and the concept of planar subgraphs are used in Relative
Neighbourhood Graph (RNG) relay subset flooding [11] to reduce the communication overhead for
broadcast messages.
RNG relay subset flooding (RRS) builds a RNG traversal graph ([95])for the entire network. A
RNG traversal graph is somewhere between a minimal spanning tree and a Delaunay Triangulation
[58], thus it is fully connected, and has the benefits of both. This graph specifies whether nodes
within communication are RNG neighbours with one another. Each node maintains knowledge of
its own neighbours and RNG-neighbours and also those of its neighbours, thus keeping a complete
2-hop neighbourhood knowledge. RRS uses an interesting scheme when hearing a broadcast, which
we shall call RRS-bcast. Using this information for each broadcast, a node decides to retransmit if he
has RNG-neighbours that the transmitting node does not: ie he can reach new node(s), otherwise he
drops the message. Effectively this means that for broadcasts that originate from different sources
may have different forwarding nodes, thus distributing the cost of the broadcast more fairly. They
additionally optimise the protocol with a variation on the random assessment delay (RAD [104])
before transmitting a broadcast. If during this period a duplicate is heard, then the comparison of
neighbours is made again and retransmission only occurs if the node can reach new neighbours.
RRS is shown to achieve higher coverage than MPR [81] (see Imposed-Decision-Based Approaches)
over a range of densities and scenarios. The densities chosen are however very high, from 10 to 60
and the effects of mobility are not considered.
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RRS effectively reduces the cost of flooding the network but the cost of computing the RNG is
not calculated. If mobility is introduced then the RNG graph would naturally need to be recalculated
which would be expensive. The broadcasting technique RRS-bcast can however be used ignoring
RNG altogether and may be a useful method for reducing redundancy.
Imposed-Decision-Based Approaches
The basic idea is that each node selects a subset of its 1-hop neighbours for forwarding the message,
such that all 2-hop neighbours can be reached by this subset.
In multipoint relay (MPR) [81], nodes insert the list of their 1-hop neighbours into their HELLO
beacons, so that nodes are aware of their 2-hop neighbourhood. The sending node selects forwarding
nodes from its 1-hop neighbours, so that all 2-hop neighbours are covered by the set (the selection
rule is defined in [81]). Nodes piggyback the forwarding list in their HELLO beacons. Only nodes in
this list forward broadcast messages.
In dominant-pruning [60] also acquire 2-hop neighbour knowledge using HELLO beacons, and
senders select the designated forwarders using the same MPR rule. Unlike MPR, receivers select the
forwarding set depending on MPR selection rule and additionally depending on the knowledge of
which neighbours have already been covered by the senders broadcast. The forwarding set is selected
from the 1-hop neighbours that are not neighbours of the previous relay. The forwarding list of the
same node may therefore differ from message to message. The forwarding list is piggybacked on
the broadcast message. In [64], Lou and Wu present total dominant pruning and partial dominant
pruning, two improvements that utilise neighbourhood information more efficiently. The ad hoc
broadcast protocol (AHBP) [76] is similar to MPR, but piggybacks the forward designation onto
the broadcast message. Nodes that receive a broadcast message from a node that is not listed as a
neighbour, always forward the message. In cluster-based schemes, the decision is imposed by the
cluster formation algorithm. The general idea of cluster-based schemes has been introduced by Li
et al. in [72]. The proposed scheme in [72] assumes that clusters have been formed in the MANET
and are maintained regularly by the underlying cluster formation algorithm. It also assumes that
the cluster head’s forwarding covers all nodes of that cluster. The cluster-based scheme proposes
that only cluster heads and gateway nodes (nodes that can communicate with nodes from other
clusters) forward the broadcast messages using any broadcast technique such as gossiping. Further
cluster-based broadcast protocols have been defined in [54] [109].
In [65], the authors propose a broadcast algorithm, called double-covered broadcast (DCB) which
uses 2-hop neighbourhood to create a CDS of the network, and requires each node to be covered
by two broadcasts. The sender selects forwarding nodes in such a way that first the sender’s 2-hop
neighbours are covered and secondly the sender’s 1-hop neighbours are either a forward node, or a
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non-forward node but covered by at least two forwarding neighbours. The retransmissions of the
forward nodes are received by the sender and serve as an acknowledgement. If the sender does not
detect all its forwarding nodes’ retransmissions, it will resend the packet until the maximum number
of retries is reached. Simulation results show that DCB provides good performance for a broadcast
operation under a high transmission error rate environment. In dense networks this reduces the
number of broadcasts considerably, when compared to flooding, whilst also achieving very high
coverage. Densities explored are 7.27 up to 24.24, which are relatively high. At the lowest of these
densities the figures provided suggest that coverage will tail off sharply at lower densities. The high
delivery degrades linearly when speed increases, although all tests are done with minimum speed of 0
so average speed will be much lower than the maximums shown.
RBP: Robust Broadcast Propagation in Wireless Networks addresses low power networks of non
uniform density [90] [91] The key optimisation of this protocol is the use of local density information,
and neighbours recognising ’important’ links. In this protocol nodes listen for rebroadcasts from
1− hop neighbourhood as implicit acknowledgements. A percentage of neighbours must respond or
the broadcasting node will retry x times. Both the threshold percentage and retries x are a function
of node density. If a node hears a broadcast twice from a node it will unicast an explicit Ack to the
broadcaster. In the case that number of neighbours who have acked the message is greater than
those who have not; the message is unicast to the non acking nodes. An optimization to this is also
introduced which has nodes recognise links which are regularly first with transmitting messages and
communicates to them that they have an ’important’ special relationship. These important links
means that more retries will be made if needed to ensure these nodes maintain them.
Whilst each flood is more costly with RBP, the effective cost of their method is cheaper than
standard flooding where multiple floods are needed to achieve the same coverage.
Overall RBP is shown to achieve a coverage of 0.99 with a cost that is on average less than half
that of increasing the number of flooding waves to achieve the same coverage.
It is likely however that this when mobility is introduced links will fail and neighbourhoods will
change repeatedly. This will increase the number of retransmits and unicast messages and degrade
the performance of the protocol. However the comparison against the cost of increasing flooding to
achieve the same level of reliability is a very useful metric.
2.7.3 Energy-Efficient Approaches
The authors in [35] classify the existing power-efficient broadcast techniques into transmission-power-
based approaches and direction-antenna approaches.
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Transmission-Power-Based
Since radio propagation follows the inverse square law, it is imperative that to reduce the distance
nodes transmit in order to reduce the power used. The inverse power law states that to double the
transmission radius requires four times the power.
To increase this efficiency, these protocols adjust the radio range to realise an efficient network-
wide broadcast. In [103], the authors proposed a broadcast incremental power (BIP) algorithm
that constructs a tree starting from the source node and adds a node in each step, which is not yet
included in the tree, but which can be reached with minimal additional power from one of the tree
nodes. [14] considered the minimum energy broadcasting problem and proposed a localised protocol,
where each node only requires the knowledge of its own position and those of its 1-hop neighbours.
The algorithm presented in [46] constructs a static routing tree, which maximises network lifetime
by accounting for residual battery energy at the nodes. The algorithm however, does not really
maximise the possible network lifetime, if nodes are mobile. [102] presented a distributed topology
control algorithm, which extracts network topologies that increase network lifetime by reducing the
transmission power.
Direction-Antenna Approaches
Directional antennas are used to improve the performance of broadcasting by reducing interferences,
contention, etc. It was shown in [101] that MAC protocols, which utilise directional antennas can
improve the performance of broadcast traffic in ad hoc networks. In [38], each node is assumed to
have a beam-width of 90◦ and packets are only forwarded in the 270◦ direction from that in which
the packet arrived. If nodes are aware of their neighbourhood through HELLO messages, nodes
may explicitly send the packet to nodes that are farthest from the current node. In [13], directional
antennas are used to transmit broadcast packets to all neighbours in a connected planar subgraph of
the complete network graph, namely the relative neighbourhood graph.
2.7.4 Discussion of Non-adaptive Protocols
The following discussion provides a summary of the findings of several works researching the
performance of Broadcast-in-space broadcast protocols. Heuristic approaches are examined in [104].
Topological approaches are also examined in [104] and [108]. A comparison of self pruning techniques
is covered in [22]. Power efficient approaches are compared in [45] and directional antenna protocols
are examined in [47].
Non adaptive broadcast protocols are designed to apply to specific sets of network parameters.
When they are tested within these ranges they show good coverage and efficiency. When network
conditions deteriorate from the ideal, so the efficiency and coverage also fall. Heuristic protocols in
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this class use fixed thresholds to reduce the number of redundant transmissions. In the case that the
number of redundant transmissions increases, then the fixed heuristic may not be sufficient to quash
the extra transmissions. On the contrary, if there are fewer than the expected number of redundant
transmissions then too many transmissions may be suppressed and reduce coverage significantly.
This sensitivity to their threshold value severely limits the applicability of such schemes.
Topology based protocols in this class, whether local or remote decision based, show high coverage
and low redundancy for stable topologies. However in high mobility scenarios they suffer high
overhead caused be frequent need to recalculate new topology views. Some of the topology-based
protocols that make use of CDS or cluster techniques do not consider the propagation of the nodes
that have been traversed. This could lead to nodes being abused and lead to early power supply
depletion. In other cases these protocols may instead allow nodes to enter sleep states without
affecting network operation, thus prolonging network operation. Naturally a careful balance between
these needs to be achieved.
Energy efficient approaches may build efficient structures but these come with the high cost of
computation. When this is used for a static network, many savings can be made in power used. In
dynamic, mobile network this approach suffers considerable overhead caused by recalculating the
structure repeatedly. When mobility is high, this overhead will make it impractical as the structure
breaks too frequently. Our research does not limit nodes to being devices with special capabilities
such as control over antenna direction or radio power and therefore transmission range. For these
reasons we no longer consider energy efficient approaches in this thesis.
The most simple flooding improvement scheme is Gossiping. It is topology-independent and
although gossiping does not consider the nodes previously visited, it does not abuse certain nodes by
forwarding, because of its probabilistic nature.
2.8 Adaptive Broadcast-in-space Protocols
Some non-adaptive Broadcast-in-space techniques have been adapted to local MANET characteristics.
The basic idea of adaptive topology-based approaches is to manage node mobility better, for the
purpose of avoiding stale topology information [96, 105]. Adaptive heuristic-based protocols however,
adapt the heuristics to the number of neighbours [96, 12].
Adaptive Topology-Based Protocols
In [105] authors proposed to use two different communication ranges in order to cope more efficiently
with mobility. One range for the topology management (determination of forwarders) and another
for the data transmission. They recommend selecting a shorter range for topology management and
to adapt the difference between the two ranges to node mobility, which requires speed information.
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They further proposed a mechanism to ensure consistency between the different views of different
nodes on the network. In [96], the authors proposed one adaptive topology-based scheme, called
the adaptive neighbour-coverage scheme. The authors adapted the neighbour-coverage scheme by
dynamically adjusting the HELLO interval to node mobility reflected by neighbourhood variation,
so that the required 2-hop topology information is more accurate. Despite these optimisations, the
adaptive topology-based schemes still have the main drawback that neighbourhood information may
be inaccurate in congested networks.
Adaptive Heuristic-Based Protocols
In [96] the authors also proposed two adaptive heuristic-based schemes, called adaptive counter-based
(ACB) and adaptive location-based (ALB). By means of simulations, the authors derived the best
appropriate counter-threshold and coverage-threshold for ACB and ALB respectively, as a function
of the number of neighbours. The authors showed that these adaptive schemes outperform the
non-adaptive schemes and recommend ACB if location information is unavailable and simplicity is
required. Cartigny et al. [12] adapted the forwarding probability of gossiping to the local number of
neighbours n and called their adaptive scheme stochastic flooding (STOCH-FLOOD). Nodes use the
following forward probability: p = min(1; 11/n).
Discussion of Adaptive Protocols
The performance of Adaptive heuristic and topology based protocols is higher than that of their
non-adaptive counterparts. It is clear that the ability to modify the protocol used to the current
network conditions improves the overall performance of the protocol. The ACB, ALB, adaptive
neighbour-coverage and stochastic flooding support a broad range of node densities and speeds,
however they show poor coverage in partitioned networks.
2.9 Broadcast-in-time Protocols
MANETs by their very nature will have nodes that are from time to time disconnected. A network
may be separated into several disjoint partitions containing one or more nodes, ie. nodes in one
partition are unreachable by nodes from another. As the density of a network falls and/or its mobility
increases, the network will experience more partitions. In one extreme, a network of say three nodes,
where Node1 is permanently partitioned from Node2 by a large distance, messages may only be
passed between them by a carrier node, Node3.
Example applications that use these properties fall into the category of Delay Tolerant Networks
(DTN). An Approach to Interplanetary Internet [8] discusses a similar model to this, proposing a new
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network stack to ignore the inherent temporal displacement that may have to take place to achieve
such communication. Another example application and protocol stack for DTN is given in Data
MULES [88], where mules (people, vehicles, animals) carry data from remote sensors back to access
points. In this case, high coverage is no longer trivially achievable by one off transmissions as in
simple flooding; we need a broadcast-in-time approach. The main research focus of Broadcast-in-time
protocols is development of broadcasting strategies that effectively exploit the mobility of nodes to
achieve high coverage, despite network partitioning.
The discovery of neighbours is a requirement for developing broadcast strategies for the broadcast-
in-time approach. Periodic beacons must therefore be made announcing the node’s presence. If one
were to consider the amount of energy used by beaconing, there may be a considerable expenditure
of energy. This necessary cost is generally considered to be acceptable in MANET. Reducing the
cost of beaconing is an active area of research for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), for example [24]
in which the authors propose an efficient node discovery mechanism.
Store and Forward methods are key to traversing partitions; after transmitting messages they are
stored and retransmitted on encountering unknown nodes: This may be compared to the spread of
an epidemic disease. Whilst gossip in wired networks is commonly termed an epidemic algorithm,
it is the encounters that occur between nodes that are more similar to people meeting one another
to spread an epidemic infection. When a node comes into contact with another it ’infects’ it with
the message and thus it also attempts to propagate the message. These epidemics may have any
number of controlling factors, for example, limiting the lifetime of a message will reduce the number
of times the message is transmitted at a possible reduction to the coverage achieved. These epidemic
algorithms when used in MANET may also be described as opportunistic networking as they attempt
to bridge these gaps between disconnected networks using any opportunity of new contact to further
propagate messages.
For example Vahdat and Becker introduce an epidemic unicast protocol [97]. Their protocol
uses a hop count transmitted along with each message to limit how many times the message will be
propagated. Each message is stored in a buffer and on meeting a new node messages are exchanged
via an anti entropy negotiation , and hop counts incremented. Once a message reaches its hop count
threshold it is no longer propagated to intermediate nodes. A message with hop count 0 may thus
only be delivered to its destination. They show through simulation that eventual delivery of packets
is 100% successful. This is highly significant as it is similar to the technique we use in our broadcast
protocol. The anti entropy session comprises of 3 parts: i) ADV advertisement which messages a
node possesses. ii) REQ request for missing messages. iii) Transfer of requested messages. This
trades off the benefit of reducing redundant message transmissions against the overhead of the history
exchange and the likelihood that, at high relative speeds, the nodes will move out of range during
it. In relying only on propagation histories, we avoid that overhead. Protocols which also use this
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negotiation approach are described in section 2.9.2. A limited experimental comparison of the two
approaches will be presented in section 5.8 by comparing our approach with Hypergossiping [51]
which is also described in section 2.9.2.
Broadcast-in-time has thus emerged as a useful technique for dealing with network partitions and
the recent work to employ it includes [71] which develops the Java Messaging Service (JMS) for the
MANET environment.
We identify two approaches to Broadcast-in-time protocols and further subdivide them into
adaptive and non-adaptive. The first approach is repetitive-flooding. A flooding phase is likely to
stop before all nodes are reached. Repeating the message transmission over a period of time, which is
referred to as hyperflooding [73] [98], can help to cope with network partitions. The second approach
to cope with this situation is based on handshake procedures. Nodes use handshake mechanisms
to ’notify’ which messages they already received, so that other nodes carrying other messages can
forward missed message to them. These strategies are grouped under the negotiation-based class.














In hyperflooding [73] [98], nodes store messages for a fixed time period and rebroadcast them on
discovering encountering other nodes.
This solution relies on a simple partition join detection mechanism, which performs less well when
in dense networks as it can create considerable broadcast storms. Furthermore, the caching strategy
allows each node to shortly cache each newly received message independently from the time until
next encounter of nodes which have yet to be covered. This makes the solution inefficient for highly
partitioned and low mobility networks, where the caching time is not long enough until the encounter
of new partitions.
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Simulation results show that Hyperflooding is suitable for scenarios, where the network is
partitioned but connectivity-in-time is achieved in a short time. These scenarios are a kind of
grey-zone with respect to network connectivity. Hyperflooding shows a higher end-to-end delay than
Broadcast-in-space algorithms, but not as high as negotiation-based protocols.
2.9.1.2 Adaptive protocols
Adaptive Flooding
Focusing on providing an adaptive broadcast protocol for MANET, [98] they call Adaptive Flood-
ing(AF ). AF aims to apply to a wide range of mobility speeds and as such comprises 3 distinct
modes: Scoped Flooding, Plain Flooding and Hyper Flooding. Scoped Flooding attempts to reduce
unnecessary broadcasts when mobility is low, it requires 2− hop neighbour knowledge. On receipt of
a new message the a node compares its neighbourhood to that of the sender and if there is greater
than 85% overlap then the rebroadcast is suppressed. Hyper Flooding works on top of Plain Flooding
and requires 1− hop neighbourhood knowledge. All messages are buffered for a specified time (in
simulations this is only 5 seconds) and when a new neighbour is detected all packets in the buffer are
transmitted.
In order to switch among the three protocols relative velocity data (speed and direction) is
exchanged in HELLO messages. The relative velocity of two nodes is calculated and the flooding
mode switched according to Table 2.9.1.2.
Speed AF Protocol
< gt10ms−1 Scoped Flooding
< 20ms−1 Plain Flooding
≥ 20ms−1 Hyper Flooding
Table 2.1: Switching speeds for Adaptive Flooding
Performance of AF is compared against the three individual flooding modes. AF performs
comparably well with the three modes achieving the low routing overhead of Scoped Flooding at low
relative speed and the high coverage of Hyper Flooding at higher relative speed.
The highest coverage achieved by AF in their simulations is 0.90. We argue that this is too low
to be considered high coverage. The protocol suffers from three distinct issues. The timeout of 5
seconds applied by AF is aggressive to reduce retransmissions and limit the effect of broadcast storms,
however, this low timeout value means that nodes which are partitioned for longer than this will not
be reached. Thus AF would perform poorly in low mobility partitioned networks. If this threshold
were to be raised then many more retransmissions may take place increasing the potential coverage
but would ultimately cause many more redundant transmissions, this would be especially damaging
in high mobility connected networks. Using relative velocity as the mechanism for mode changing
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does not take into account the density of a network. And moreover may be hard to calculate without
providing additional technology for each node.
The encounter threshold that we propose in Chapter 3 successfully gets around these limitations;
rather than limiting the number transmissions using a timer we count the number of encounters on
which a message is retransmitted.
2.9.2 Negotiation-Based Protocols
The general idea behind these protocols relies on a three way handshake procedure. Nodes exchange
advertisement messages (ADV), reply with data request messages (REQ), and finally exchange the
appropriate DATA. These protocols are shown to be appropriate for highly partitioned and low
mobility networks.
2.9.2.1 Non-Adaptive
In the literature we find the following schemes: SPIN-based protocols [34] and NADD [33].
• SPIN-Based Protocols: In [34], the authors presented Sensor Protocols for Information via
Negotiation (SPIN). This protocol family is based on a three-way-handshake mechanism. When
a mobile node discovers other mobile nodes, it advertises a summary of its messages. The
listening nodes then request the messages which they are interested in. Finally, the advertising
node sends the requested data. Noteworthy is that nodes store messages in local databases and
do not purge them.
• NADD Protocol: In [33], the authors presented a Negotiation-based Ad hoc Data Dissemination
protocol (NADD), a protocol for data dissemination in frequently partitioned MANETs. The
protocol implements a three-way-handshake mechanism, in which a node advertises the IDs of a
subset of locally stored messages to all its neighbours. Receivers of the advertisement message
reply with a request message, where they indicate the IDs of the messages they have missed.
The advertising node can then transmit the requested data. The advertising is triggered by
the reception of the first copy of a message or by the discovery of a new neighbour. Since the
number of cached messages becomes very large for large update rates, the authors discussed
different advertising and selection strategies for the data to be advertised.
Negotiation-based protocols are robust against network partitioning since they significantly
increase the delivery ratio in highly partitioned networks. By communicating with each other about
the messages they still need to obtain, nodes are better able to cope with network partitioning. Due
to the robustness of handshake mechanisms against network partitioning, we will utilise them to
realise our generalised broadcasting technique.
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The main shortcoming of the negotiation-based protocols is that they are tailored for highly
partitioned networks and low mobility networks. Therefore, they are less efficient in connected or
highly mobile MANETs, compared to the Broadcast-in-space protocols. For very dense networks
the negotiation-based protocols lead to a higher message overhead and longer delivery delay. Highly
mobile networks cause particular difficulty to these protocols since the contact between nodes may be
too brief to complete negotiation, let alone transfer relevant messages. Negotiation-based protocols
show high end-to-end delays (NADD shows delays up to some hours [33]). Therefore, these protocols




Hypergossiping (HG) provides a new adaptive protocol for broadcast in MANET [51, 50]. HG is a
Broadcast-in-time approach to broadcast in MANET. It’s goal to successfully allow broadcast to
traverse partitions. HG utilises Gossiping within partition and Broadcast Repetition on detection
of a new partition, this utilises negotiation similar to that in SPIN. A broadcast table history with
entries consisting of message id, and lifetime is maintained. All messages are buffered for a specific
for lifetime. Partitions are detected by exchange of Last Broadcast Received (LBR), a subset of
the broadcast history, if LBRs differ significantly then a new partition is detected. On detection of
a partition join, a negotiation process takes place. The encountering nodes will transmit a list of
received broadcasts which allows each node to only retransmit those messages that the encountered
node has not previously received. HG compares well against plain gossiping and under various
densities. HG performs particularly well in low density highly partitioned low mobility networks.
Without this negotiation phase HG could be considered similar to our approach with the key control
being the lifetime of the message rather than our encounter threshold. This negotiation approach
allows minimal transmissions to be made in a low mobility scenario, however it is precisely this
technique that when used in high density or high mobility scenarios causes the performance of HG to
degrade.
As mentioned earlier we provide a limited experimental comparison of our approach with Hyper-
gossiping in section 5.8.
2.10 Improving Multicast with Gossip
Gossip may also be used to improve traditional multicast algorithms. One such protocol, Anonymous
Gossip, is described here.
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Anonymous Gossip
Anonymous Gossip [16](AG) utilises gossip as a method of improving the reliability of any on-demand
multicast protocol. A gossip phase is added to any multicast protocol to increase the protocol’s
reliability. The authors add AG to MAODV although it should work for any on-demand multicast
protocol. The AG phase is used after the unreliable multicast protocol phase to recover missed
messages and is composed of 4 periodic rounds.
1. Nodek selects a random group member Nodel.
2. Nodek sends Nodel a message history containing the id’s of messages it is missing, and the
sequence number of the next message it expects.
3. Nodel checks if it requires or can offer any messages required by Nodek.
4. Nodek and Nodel exchange messages that are missing from one another’s message history.
The choice of neighbour with which is entirely random, there is no need for any costly knowledge
of group membership. A gossip message is sent to a random neighbour which then propagates this to
another random neighbour: not the source of the gossip message. if the receiving node is a member
of the multicast group it may choose whether to accept or re-propagate the gossip message. On
acceptance a node will unicast a response back to the source of the gossip message. Propagation of
the gossip message is along the multicast tree to prevent loops. The propagation is slightly biased so
that nodes close to the source are chosen with high probability but that nodes far from the source
are still chosen periodically; local gossip is good to avoid saturating the network with long distance
gossip messages, occasional long distance gossips help resolve message loss within an entire locality.
AG is a novel method of improving reliability in multicast within a MANET. AG is shown to greatly
improve the performance of MAODV although 100% delivery is never achieved. The extra cost of
achieving this improvement is not discussed in their work. Observations of the performance of AG
improved MAODV show that performance degrades when speed of mobility increases from 99% when
stationary to 90% 1ms−1 and 80% at 10ms−1.
2.11 Conclusions
Existing Broadcast-in-space techniques suffer from common drawbacks: they perform poorly in low
density networks and fail to traverse partitions in disconnected networks. Several studies comparing
the performance of the Broadcast-in-space techniques expose these limitations. Research dedicated
to adapting these Broadcast-in-space techniques to local MANET properties has been conducted:
adaptations based on the rate of change of neighbourhood are explored in [12] and [96], adaptations
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based on size of neighbourhood are covered in [96]. These adaptive schemes improve performance
over a broader range of network properties but still fail to meet the demands of partitioned networks.
Current Broadcast-in-time techniques perform well in partitioned networks but are less effective
than Broadcast-in-space techniques in connected networks. The adaptive protocol AF addresses
both connected and partitioned networks using a range of protocols from scoped flooding up to
hyperflooding. This allows AF to perform well in connected networks, and perform reasonably in
some partitioned networks. Unfortunately the timer based approach lets AF down in high density,
high mobility networks, and also in low mobility partitioned networks.
Negotiation based protocols particularly Hypergossiping offer a intelligent approach to sparse,
partitioned low mobility scenarios. Unfortunately it is the strength of their negotiation process that
lets them down in both high mobility and high density scenarios.
Both AF and HG suffer from the fact that they rely on being able to provide a suitable lifetime
for broadcast messages. A useful lifetime must be greater than the IMPT. The IMPT is infeasible
to predict with accuracy, as it is entirely dependant on mobility, which may change at any point.
If the lifetime chosen is too small and mobility is low, coverage will also be low as the broadcast
times out before it covers all nodes. If the lifetime is too high this causes the protocols to continue
propagating actions even after maximum coverage is reached: flooding protocols retransmit too many
times causing more redundant transmissions; negotiation protocols enter the three way handshake
negotiation more than necessary.
The strategies described here cover a range of different network scenarios. Both AF and HG use
approaches that are closely related to our work however, there are no current protocols that can
cope with both high and low mobility in partitioned networks. Our approach outlined in Chapter 3
specifically copes with both high and low speed mobility in disconnected networks as well as offering
good performance in connected networks. We call our protocol Encounter Gossip.
To the best of our knowledge at this time the lowest density network that protocols have been
tested in is 1.5[50]. We will show that our protocol performs with high coverage even in a density of





We propose, and study, a family of protocols which preserve the topology-independent nature of
flooding, while being able to achieve coverage levels arbitrarily close to 1, for any node density. Of
course a specific high coverage cannot be guaranteed in any given instance, but can be expected
with high probability. These protocols are based on a notion of ‘encounter’, and are controlled
by an ‘encounter threshold’ parameter. The cost paid for a high coverage is an increase in the
message traffic, since messages are broadcast more than once by each node. Under certain simplifying
assumptions, it is shown that to achieve a coverage close to 1 in a network with n nodes, the total
average number of broadcasts per message is on the order of O(n lnn). This is a moderate increase
on the O(n) broadcasts carried out in flooding. The propagation time of a message is on the order of
O(lnn). Various aspects of the protocols’ performance are examined by simulation.
The model, and the message propagation protocols, are described in Section 3.2. Some analytical
results concerning the propagation time and the number of broadcasts are obtained in Section 3.3.
The outcomes of a number of simulation experiments are presented in Section 3.4, while Section 3.5
summarises the results obtained and outlines avenues of further enquiry.
3.2 The model
The system under consideration consists of n mobile nodes which move within a given terrain.
The nodes communicate with each other using wireless technology, but without any fixed network
infrastructure support. That is, the nodes themselves are the sources as well as the forwarders of the
message traffic, and thus form a mobile ad-hoc network. Each node has a unique identifier (MAC or
IP address). It is assumed that nodes do not run out of power and do not fail (see section 7.7.1)fail;
however, due to their mobility, they may become disconnected, and reconnected, as they move out of
and into each other’s wireless range. Thus, the structure of the network can change with time in an
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unpredictable manner. For simplicity, assume that the wireless ranges of all nodes are equal and
remain constant during the period of interest.
The movement of each node is governed by some ‘mobility pattern’, which controls its current
speed and direction. It is assumed that the n nodes are statistically identical, i.e. the rules of their
mobility patterns are the same, and any random variables involved have the same distributions for
all nodes.
We shall define a protocol whose principal objective is to deliver a message, originating at any
node, to all other nodes with high probability. A secondary objective is to minimise, as far as possible,
the memory requirements at each node. In fact, what will be defined is not a single protocol, but a
family of protocols depending on an integer parameter, τ , the number of encounters on which a node
transmits each message.
Node i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) advertises its presence by broadcasting, at regular intervals, a signal
carrying its identifier and saying, essentially, ‘hello, this is node i’. It also listens for similar signals
from other nodes and maintains a list, {j1, j2, . . . , jk}, of the nodes, other than itself, that it can
hear. That list is called the ‘current neighbourhood’ of node i. At any moment in time, any current
neighbourhood may be empty, or it may contain any number of other nodes.
The current neighbourhood of node i changes when a node which was in it, say j1, moves out of
range, or when a node which was not in it, say jk+1, moves into range. The latter event is called an
‘encounter’; that is, node i is said to encounter node jk+1. Note that, since ‘hello’ signals are not
assumed to be synchronised among the nodes, if node i encounters node j, node j does not necessarily
encounter node i at the same time. Also note that, if node j leaves the current neighbourhood of
node i and at some later point enters it again, then that entry constitutes an encounter. Nodes do
not maintain a history of their current neighbourhoods, in order to keep their memory requirements
low.
Now consider a message propagation protocol where each node behaves as follows:
1. Upon receiving or originating a new message, m, store it, together with an associated counter,
c(m), which is set to zero. Add the forwarding node to the current neighbourhood, unless
already present. If the current neighbourhood contains nodes other than the sending one,
broadcast m and increment c(m) by 1.
2. At every encounter thereafter, if c(m) ≤ τ , broadcast m and increment c(m) by 1.
3. When c(m) = τ + 1, remove m from memory (but keep its sequence number in order to
remember that it has been handled).
Thus, every node receiving a message broadcasts it at τ + 1 consecutive encounters (one of which
may be the message arrival), and then discards it. There are no acknowledgements. The integer τ is
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called the ‘encounter threshold’. The above protocol will be referred to as ‘Encounter Gossip’, and
will be denoted EG(τ), in order to make explicit the dependence on encounter threshold τ .
When τ = 0, the EG(0) protocol behaves like flooding (except that the broadcast is delayed until
the next encounter if the current neighbourhood contains only the sender). At the other extreme,
if τ =∞, we have an EG(∞) protocol whereby messages are kept forever and broadcast at every
encounter. Assuming that the mobility pattern is such that every node eventually encounters every
other node, EG(∞) achieves coverage 1. Of course, EG(∞) is not a practical option, but we shall
see in Section 3 that it can provide some useful insights.
It should be pointed out that EG(τ) trades memory capacity and probability of reaching all
nodes against message traffic. Because past histories are not kept and exchanged, messages may be
sent again to nodes who have already received them. By increasing the value of τ , the coverage can
be made to approach 1, at the cost of having to store more messages for longer periods, and making
more broadcasts.
The performance measures of interest are:
(i) The average response time of EG(τ), defined as the interval between the arrival (origin) of a
message and the moment when no node can propagate it further.
(ii) The average propagation time of a message, defined as the interval between its arrival and the
moment when either all nodes have received it, or no node can propagate it further.
(iii) The coverage of a message, i.e. the fraction of nodes that have received it by the end of its
propagation time.
All of these performance measures are stated in terms of averages. However, the simulation
results reported in Section 4 provide some indication of the corresponding variances, by repeating
each experiment 10 times with different random number streams. For example, observing a coverage
of 1 implies that all 10 runs achieved a coverage of 1.
It is important to be able to choose the value of τ so as to achieve high coverage, without unduly
increasing the response and propagation times. This question will be addressed in the following
sections.
3.3 Analytical approximation
In this section, we concentrate on evaluating the ability of EG(τ) to achieve high coverage, In order
to make the model tractable, we assume the following:
• The overheads of collision resolution are negligible.
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• Hello signals are sent and monitored at the MAC level; the information necessary to maintain
the neighbourhood list is obtained at no extra cost to the higher level protocol.
• Encounters last long enough for a message to be received, i.e. the processing and propagation
times of hello and broadcast messages are small enough for the encountered node to remain in
the range of the encountering node.
These assumptions will not be required in the simulation experiments.
Consider an idealised system with n mobile nodes who never cease to propagate the messages they
receive (∞-propagation). Let T be the random variable representing a message propagation time,
i.e., the interval between the origin of a message at some node, and the first instant thereafter at
which all nodes have received it. If messages are not discarded, and every node eventually encounters
every other node, T is finite with probability 1. It is then of interest to estimate its average value,
E(T ). That quantity will also be used in choosing a suitable value for τ , when designing a practicable
EG(τ) protocol.
An estimate for E(T ) will be obtained under the following simplifying assumptions:
(a) Each node experiences encounters at intervals which are exponentially distributed with mean ξ.
(b) At each encounter, a node meets one other node.
(c) The node encountered is equally likely to be any of the other nodes; that is, the probability
that node i will next encounter node j, j 6= i, is equal to 1/(n− 1), regardless of past history.
Assumption (a) can be justified by remarking that the interval until the next encounter experienced
by a given node — say node 1 — is the smallest of the intervals until its next encounters with node
2, node 3, . . . , node n. Some of these intervals may in fact be of length 0 with a positive probability.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable (e.g., see [70]) to assume that the interval until the first of many random
occurrences is approximately exponentially distributed. The value of ξ depends on the density of
nodes, on the speed with which they move, and on the mobility pattern. It may be difficult to
determine ξ analytically, but in practice it can be estimated by monitoring the system and taking
measurements.
Assumption (b) is deliberately pessimistic, in order to give the estimate the character of an upper
bound. If a node encounters more than one other node at the same time, then the propagation will
proceed faster. In fact, it will be seen in the experiments that at high densities this assumption is
very pessimistic.
Assumption (c) is loosely based on the fact that all nodes are statistically identical, and move
independently of each other. If the starting positions of the nodes are uniformly distributed, the
assumption is justifiable at the first encounter, although it may well be violated in subsequent ones.
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However, this assumption provides the simplification necessary for analytical tractability. Its effect
on the performance measures will be evaluated in the simulation experiments.
Let X = {X(t) ; t ≥ 0} be the Markov process whose state at any given time is the number
of nodes that have already received the message. The initial state of X is X(0) = 1 (only the
originating node has received it; again, this is a pessimistic simplification since the neighbourhood of
the originating node may in fact contain other nodes). The random variable T is the first passage
time of X from state 1 to state n.
Suppose that X is in state k, i.e. k nodes have received the message and n− k have not. If any
of the former k nodes encounters any of the latter n− k, the process will jump to state k + 1. Since
each node experiences encounters at rate 1/ξ, and the probability of encountering any other node is















k(n− k) . (3.2)
Hence, the average first passage time from state 1 to state n is given by
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where Hn is the nth harmonic number. When n is large, the latter is approximately equal to
Hn ≈ lnn+ γ ,
where γ = 0.5772... is Euler-Mascheroni’s number. Also, when n is large, (n − 1)/n ≈ 1 and
ln(n− 1) ≈ lnn.
We have thus arrived at the following estimate, valid under assumptions (a), (b) and (c):
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Proposition 1 In a large mobile network where messages are not discarded, the average propagation
period for a message is approximately equal to
E(T ) ≈ 2ξ(lnn+ γ) . (3.5)
An immediate corollary of Proposition 1 is that, during the propagation period T , the originating
node experiences an average of 2(lnn+ γ) encounters. Other nodes, who receive the message later on,
tend to experience fewer encounters. Thus, choosing the encounter threshold, τ , to have the value
τ = 2dlnn+ γe , (3.6)
should ensure that, when the protocol terminates, most nodes will have received the message. This
suggestion will be tested experimentally.
Note 1. An attractive aspect of equation (3.6) is that the only parameter appearing in it is the
number of nodes, n. The mobility pattern and the node density do not matter, as long as assumptions
(a), (b) and (c) are satisfied reasonably well. However, for some mobility patterns those assumptions,
and in particular (c), may be difficult to satisfy.
Note 2. Since, under the EG(τ) protocol, every node that receives a message broadcasts it τ + 1
times, the total number of broadcasts per message is on the order of O(n(τ + 1)). Hence, if τ is
chosen according to (3.6), the total number of broadcasts per message is on the order of O(n lnn).
3.4 Experimental results
A number of simulation experiments were carried out, aimed at evaluating the effect of various
parameters on the performance of τ -propagation. The following factors were kept fixed:
The terrain is a square of dimensions (1000 m)× (1000 m). The number of nodes is kept fixed at
n = 64. The node density (defined as the average number of nodes within a circle of radius equal to
the wireless range) is varied by altering the wireless range. Two values for the density are used: 0.5
and 6.5.
The interval between ‘hello’ signals for each node is 25 ms.
The mobility pattern is ‘Random Waypoint’: Initially, the nodes are distributed uniformly on
the square; thereafter, each node chooses a random destination (also uniformly distributed on the
square) and moves towards it at a given speed; upon reaching the destination, the node pauses for a
given interval (1 ms in our case), selects a new random destination and so on.
Manhattan Grid. The area is covered by a square grid of ‘North-South’ and ‘East-West’ paths,
at 40 m spacing. Initially, nodes are distributed regularly at the first n intersections of the grid.
Thereafter, they move along the paths at a fixed speed. Whenever a node reaches an intersection,
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it chooses one of the four available directions with equal probability (at the edges of the grid the
number of possible directions is reduced appropriately). We have used an implementation of the
Manhattan Grid mobility pattern provided by the University of Oregon’s Network Research Group
[75]. The first 1000 seconds of mobility are discarded, in order to remove initial bias.
The speed, node density and encounter threshold were varied and the performance measures —
average response time, average propagation time and coverage — were evaluated. Each run starts
at time 0 with a message originating at node 1, and terminates when no node can propagate the
message further. For each set of parameter values, the simulation ran 25 times, with different random
number seeds, and the performance observations were averaged.



































Figure 3.1: Encounters vs Coverage RANDOM-WAYPOINT Density = 0.5
Figures 3.1 – 3.3 show the coverage achieved as a function of the encounter threshold, τ , for node
densities ranging between 0.5 and 6.5, and speeds ranging between 20 ms−1 and 100 ms−1 (these
values are not intended to represent any realistic application; they are chosen merely as illustration).
In fact, only the density has a significant effect on the coverage function; the node speed is, on
the whole, immaterial. The figures quantify the extent to which the coverage can be improved
by increasing τ : at low densities, where flooding performs poorly (τ = 0), the improvement is
considerable; at high densities, flooding performs well and the gain of increasing τ is correspondingly
smaller.
Consider the analytical predictions concerning τ . For these 64 nodes, the encounter threshold
given by equation (3.6) is τ = 10, and the figures indicate that they do, indeed, achieve coverages
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Figure 3.3: Encounters vs Coverage RANDOM-WAYPOINT Density = 6.5
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Figure 3.5: Encounters vs Full Coverage RANDOM-WAYPOINT Density = 3.5
Figures 3.4 – 3.6 estimate the probability of achieving full coverage.
This is calculated by the following:
for each runi pi =
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The non-monotonicity of some of these plots is due to random fluctuations in the simulated data.
A single delivery failure in 64 will cause pi to become 0 and thus P to drop by 1/25. Nevertheless
this is a useful measure to compare against our predicted τ of 10. When density is 6.5 it is clear
that at the higher speeds a τ of 4 is sufficient to achieve coverage of 1 with probability 1. But at the
lower speed of 20ms−1 τ = 10 is required to achieve a probability of 1. With the lower densities 3.5
1nd 0.5, a /tau of 10 are needed respectively to achieve probability 1.
Figures 3.7 – 3.9 show the average response time and the average propagation time as functions
of τ , for densities 0.5, 3.5 and 6.5 with node speeds 20 ms−1, 60 ms−1 and 100 ms−1.
The effect of mobility speed on propagation and response times is clear. An increase in speed
greatly reduces the time taken to deliver the message and terminate the algorithm. It is important
to note that at a density of 0.5 the network is heavily partitioned, possibly into 64 islands of only 1
node. In this case it is s apparent that the increase in speed allows nodes to meet more frequently
and therefore reduce propagation and response times.
A noteworthy aspect of these figures is that, while the response time keeps increasing with τ (as
expected), the propagation time increases up to a point (τ = 5), and then decreases. To explain
that behaviour compare Full Coverage probability and timing figures 3.4 and 3.7 at speed 20ms−1,
note that when the threshold is 2 or less, the probability of coverage = 1 is 0 and therefore the
propagation time is equal to the response time. When the threshold is 4 or more, a probability
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Figure 3.9: Encounters vs Propagation time and Response time at Density = 6.5
Moreover, further increases in τ tend to speed up the propagation, but prolong the response time.
At higher densities the split in timings occurs earlier. At density = 3.5 propagation and response
times diverge at τ=1. At density = 6.5 the propagation and response times are split from τ=0.
The observed average intervals between encounters for density 3.5 and speeds 20 ms−1, 60 ms−1
and 100 ms−1, are ξ = 0.96, ξ = 0.40 and ξ = 0.29, respectively. According to equation (3.5), the
corresponding limiting average propagation times (for τ =∞) should be 12.9, 5.4 and 3.9, respectively.
These values agree quite well with the propagation times reached at τ = 14.
We now present the same set of figures with mobility controlled by the Manhattan grid model.
Coverage for the Manhattan grid model (figures 3.10–3.12) follow a similar trend to those of the
random waypoint, higher densities achieve greater coverage. For each density compared against its
Random waypoint counterpart it is clear however that higher τ values are needed to achieve the
same coverage. At densities 0.5,3.5 and 6.6 τ=14, 6 and 4 respectively achieve full coverage whereas
in random waypoint model τ=10, 4, 2 respectively are sufficient. The restricted movement provided
by gridding the mobility appears to make nodes less likely to encounter one anther.
The performance in probability of full coverage is shown in figures 3.13 - 3.15, it differs less from
the random waypoint plots than the coverage did. The trends followed again appear to be similar to
the random waypoint plots with higher τ required to reach the same full coverage probability. Note,
however that at densities of 0.5 and 3.5, under the Manhattan grid model, P (full coverage) never
reaches 1.
Propagation and response time for manhattan model are presented in figures 3.16 . . . 3.18.
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Figure 3.15: Encounters vs Full Coverage MANHATTAN Density = 6.5
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P(full coverage)> 0 then propagation time begins to decrease whilst response time continues its rise.
At all densities and τ the response and propagation times are considerably higher than those achieved
under random waypoint. In figure 3.16 we see that the response time at τ=14, 20ms−1 is 490s, this
is just more than double the response time of the same set of simulations under random waypoint.
On a more careful examination of the figures this trend is followed across all densities, τ values and
speeds. The transition between random waypoint and manhattan grid models causes the response















































































Figure 3.16: Encounters vs Propagation time and Response time at Density = 0.5
The process of propagating a message among the nodes in a network where the speed (60 ms−1)
and threshold (τ = 14) are fixed, while the density is varied in the range 0.5 – 6.5, is illustrated
in figure 3.19. The graphs show how the rate of propagation changes as more and more nodes are
covered. At high densities, it takes longer to cover the last 5% of the nodes than the first 95%. This
phenomenon is due to the fact that some nodes on the periphery of the terrain can be relatively more
difficult to reach than the others. It is less pronounced at lower densities, but is still in evidence: the
last 20% of the nodes take about as long to cover as the first 80%.
3.5 Conclusions
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:
1. Introduction of Encounter Gossip, the τ -propagation family (Section 2).
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Figure 3.19: Process of propagation: speed = 60 ms−1; τ = 14
3. Quantitative performance results obtained by experimentation (Section 4).
Under the Random Waypoint mobility model, EG(τ) achieves high coverage with τ = 10, the
required τ for 64 nodes. When density is high this may be causing many unnecessary transmissions.
In the next chapter we will address the optimisation of EG.
The differences visible between Manhattan grid and random waypoint models are of considerable
interest. The Manhattan grid model provides a much more difficult propagation scenario for Encounter
Gossip to tackle. We have shown however that increasing τ can overcome these difficulties.
A more adaptable family of propagation protocols may be designed by introducing a FIFO buffer
for messages. Messages would be kept in the buffer, and re-broadcast, until either they are displaced
by new messages or they reach an encounter threshold. The number of times a message is broadcast
by a node would then change dynamically in response to changing conditions. That number could
also be adjusted by keeping track of repeated receptions of the same message. A time-out interval
can be introduced, to force the discarding of a message if the node does not experience a sufficient
number of encounters. In addition, the encounter threshold may be controlled by the number of




Optimisation of Encounter Gossip
4.1 Introduction
Encounter Gossip is a family of protocols which preserve the topology-independent nature of flooding,
while being able to achieve a coverage close to 1 even at low densities, was proposed in Chapter
3. These protocols, called Encounter Gossip, are controlled by an ‘encounter threshold’ parameter,
τ , specifying the number of times a node is required to broadcast a given message. The larger the
value of τ , the higher the coverage achieved, but also the higher the propagation overhead. Indeed,
in a network with n nodes employing Encounter Gossip with parameter τ , the average number of
redundant transmissions (a broadcast is redundant if it does not enlarge the set of nodes that have
already received the message) is roughly proportional to nτ .
This chapter presents the optimisation of Encounter Gossip using several different techniques.
Modifications of the τ -propagation protocol are suggested, aimed at reducing the number of redundant
transmissions without significantly lowering the achieved coverage. Some of these use random timers;
others keep (partial) information about the history of the propagation process. The proposed
approaches are evaluated and compared, for different network configurations.
The stochastic processes modelling message propagation in a MANET under the proposed
protocols do not, in general, lend themselves to mathematical analysis. That is why the protocol
evaluations and comparisons are performed by simulation, using the GloMoSim package.
We describe an additional performance measure, redundant transmissions in Section 4.2. The
modifications using timers are presented in Section 4.3, while those employing history information
are described in Section 4.4. The empirical results of the simulation experiments are displayed in
Section 4.5, while Section 4.6 gives a summary and outlines avenues of further enquiry.
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4.2 Redundant Broadcasts under EG τ
A broadcast is said to be ‘useful’ if it enlarges the set of nodes that have received m, i.e. if there is
at least one node in the current neighbourhood for whom m is new. A broadcast which is not useful
is ‘redundant’ (all nodes receiving that broadcast have already received m).
Since every useful broadcast adds at least one node to those that have received m, there can be
at most n− 1 useful broadcasts associated with a given message. On the other hand, if all nodes
receive the message, a total of n(τ + 1) broadcasts are made under EG(τ). Therefore, when the
coverage is 1, at least nτ + 1 broadcasts are redundant. Reducing that number while still achieving a
high coverage is an important objective.
The general idea of the approaches proposed here is to suppress a broadcast of m mandated by
the EG(τ) protocol, if that broadcast is judged to have little additional effect on the propagation of
m, and to treat the suppressed broadcast as though it had been carried out. Consequently, a node
may end up doing fewer than τ broadcasts while the coverage remains largely unaffected.
Two types of broadcast-suppression mechanisms are introduced. In the first, timer based approach,
node i sets a random timeout interval following an encounter and decides whether or not to suppress
the broadcast depending on the events it observes during that period.
The second approach is history based. Each node maintains a local list of nodes that are known to
have received m or that could have received m. When node i experiences an encounter, it suppresses
its broadcast if the encountered node is already in the local list.
There are several variants within each of the above mechanisms.
It is worth pointing out that the two approaches are operationally independent of each other.
The timer based control is concerned with the events that node i observes soon after an encounter,
whereas the history based approach relies on information available at the time of an encounter.
Therefore the two mechanisms can be combined to operate together, enabling the suppression of a
broadcast if either of them recommends it.
4.3 Timer Based Optimization
One technique that is used to reduce redundant transmissions is the Random Assessment Delay
(RAD). Having decided to broadcast a message as a result of an encounter (not as an originator),
a node waits for a random period of time, called the ‘RAD interval’. An encounter which occurs
during a RAD interval does not generate a new RAD interval. If, during a RAD interval, a node
hears another broadcast of the same message, then the planned broadcast is suppressed (see [104]).
The rationale is that if several nodes in a given neighbourhood are in possession of the message and
decide to broadcast it, one of them will do so first (the one with the shortest RAD interval), and
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then the others can keep quiet.
Remember that under Encounter Gossip a node ceases to transmit message m when the number
of encounters, recorded in c(m), reaches the value τ . Now, the addition of RAD may affect the way
c(m) is incremented. During a RAD interval associated with message m, the node counts the number
of transmissions of m that it hears. Denote that number by r. If r = 0 at the end of the RAD
interval, then the node transmits m and increments c(m) by 1. If r > 0, there are two possibilities:
1. Do not transmit m and increase c(m) by 1;
2. Do not transmit m and increase c(m) by r.
Both of these policies were studied and it was found that their performance is similar, with policy
2 performing marginally better than policy 1 (in the sense that it achieves a slightly larger reduction
in redundant transmissions, without significant adverse effect on the coverage). So, in order to avoid
duplication, policy 1 will not be considered further; the RAD results presented in Section 5 concern
policy 2 only.
It would be worth further investigation to consider mobility scenarios where nodes tend to cluster
together. In such clusters, local density is higher than the norm and so policy 2 will provide higher
reductions of transmissions.
4.3.1 α-reduction
Suppose that node i has already received and perhaps broadcast message m, and now hears it
broadcast by a node j present in its current neighbourhood (i.e., node i is not experiencing an
encounter). This can happen because node j has an encounter with another node, k, which is
outside i ’s neighbourhood. Node i thereby learns that a node carrying the same message, outside
the current neighbourhood, is passing within 2 radii of it. One can argue that, in the light of this
information, node i should not proceed to make the number of broadcasts required by EG(τ), but
should increment its counter c(m) by an amount reflecting the density of nodes in this region. It
is proposed, therefore, that on hearing a broadcast of a message already held, by a node already
present in the neighbourhood, node i should increment c(m) by a fraction, α, of the number of nodes
in its current neighbourhood (truncated to an integer).
Incrementing c(m) causes the number of future broadcasts to be reduced. This policy will be
referred to as α-reduction. Although it does not use a timer, we include it here because it has a
similar character to a timer-based policy: its decisions are triggered by events that occur after an
encounter. The α-reduction policy can be operated on its own, or in conjunction with other broadcast
suppression policies such as RAD.
After some experimentation with different values of α, the value α = 0.39 was found to perform
well over a range of parameters. That number happens to be (approximately) the minimum area of
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intersection of two equal circles whose centers are within each other’s radii, as a fraction of the area
of one of them.
4.4 History Based Optimization
Suppose that each node has a local cache where it can store the id s of all nodes it has encountered
since first receiving (or originating) message m. It would be reasonable to assume that all nodes on
that list have received m (that assumption is wrong only if a broadcast message failed to reach some
of the neighbouring nodes). Therefore, if node i encounters node j and discovers that j is already on
its list of receivers, it can suppress the broadcast required by EG(τ) and increment c(m) by 1. This
policy will be referred to as encounter history reduction, or EH.
A more comprehensive history of nodes that are presumed to have received a given message can
be maintained by passing cache information at encounter events. Any node broadcasting m can
piggy-back its current list of id s onto the message being broadcast; the receiving nodes would then
merge that list with their own. Thus, the current list kept by node i contains not only the nodes to
whom i has broadcast m, but also nodes about which it has been told that they have received m.
Again, if node i encounters node j and finds that j is already on its list of receivers, it suppresses its
broadcast and increments c(m) by 1.
This policy is called propagation history reduction, or PH. For PH to be scalable, the size of the
piggy-backed information needs to be kept small. This can be achieved by limiting the number, k, of
id s that are piggy-backing onto a message. If, at the time of a broadcast, a node’s cache contains
more than k id s, k of them are selected for inclusion in m. The selection criterion may be, for
example, FIFO, LIFO, or random.
Clearly, there is a trade-off between the size, k, of the list that may be attached onto a message,
and the efficiency of the propagation protocol. The larger the value of k, the fewer redundant
messages will be sent, but also the larger each broadcast will be, and hence the smaller the fraction
of ‘essential’ information transmitted per broadcast. That trade-off is not studied to any great extent
here. The experiments in Section 5 assume that k = n, and thus provide an upper bound on the
achievable reduction of redundant transmissions.
4.4.1 Broadcast count reduction
A simple way of associating history information with a message m is to attach to m a count, b(m), of
the number of times it has been broadcast. Whenever any node broadcasts m, b(m) is incremented
by 1. Of course, copies of the same message being passed on by different nodes may experience
different numbers of broadcasts; their values of b(m) would then be different. If a node receives a
copy with a higher value of b(m) than the one it already holds, then b(m) is set to the new value.
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The Encounter Gossip protocol can be modified by replacing the local node encounter counts,
c(m), and the node threshold, τ , with the message broadcast counts, b(m), and a message threshold,
β. Any node which receives, or broadcasts, a message m whose broadcast count has reached the
threshold, b(m) = β, would stop broadcasting m, even though it may later receive a copy with a
lower count.
This version of the protocol will be referred to as broadcast count reduction, or BC. Since the
information attached to a message consists of a single integer, rather than a list that may grow with
n, BC has the advantage of being scalable, against the disadvantage of using a rather limited kind of
history information.
The trade-offs involved in choosing the value of β are similar to those concerning τ : the larger the
value of β, the higher the coverage, but also the greater the number of redundant messages. These
trade-offs will be examined empirically, but it would also be useful to propose a heuristic value for
β that may be expected to perform well. Such a heuristic is suggested by the following very crude
argument.
Suppose that the system evolves in discrete time, and assume that all encounters are useful,
synchronised and involve one new node each. In other words, a message originates at time 0 at
some node, i; at time 1, node i encounters node j; at time 2, node i encounters node k and node j
encounters node l; etc. Under this optimistic scenario, the number of nodes that have received the
message by time t grows roughly like 2t. Conversely, when all n nodes have received the message,
roughly log2 n time steps have elapsed; that is also the value reached by the broadcast counters.
In practice, things are not so regular, so the value of β should be more conservative. The heuristic
proposed is to use some small multiple of the above estimate, e.g. β = 2 log2 n or β = 3 log2 n.
Broadcast count reduction may also be operated in conjunction, rather that instead of, Encounter
Gossip: a node would stop broadcasting m as soon as either the encounter count or the broadcast
count reaches the relevant threshold, i.e. c(m) = τ or b(m) = β.
4.5 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed modifications to EG(τ), several sets of simulations
were run using the GloMoSim tool. The following parameters were kept constant throughout the
simulations unless explicitly specified.
The terrain is a square of dimensions (1000 m)× (1000 m).
The number of nodes is kept fixed at n = 64. The node density (defined as the average number
of nodes within a circle of radius equal to the wireless range) is varied by altering the wireless range.
Three values for the density are used: 0.5, 3.5 and 6.5.
The interval between ‘hello’ signals for each node is 250 ms. Timeout interval after which a node
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is removed from a neighbourhood is 1000 ms
Different node speeds were simulated, ranging from 2 ms−1 to 40 ms−1. It was observed that the
speed has little effect on either coverage or redundant transmissions. We present both speeds for
our timer based optimisations (RAD and α-reduction) under Random Waypoint, to illustrate the
similarities. The remaining figures presented are only for a node speed of 2 ms−1.
Experiments were carried out with two different mobility patterns: ‘Random Waypoint’ and
‘Manhattan Grid’. These work as follows:
Random Waypoint. Initially, the nodes are randomly positioned with a uniform distribution on
the square; thereafter, each node chooses a random destination (also uniformly distributed on the
square) and moves towards it at the given speed; upon reaching the destination, the node pauses
for a given interval (0 ms in our case), selects a new random destination and so on. The first 1000
seconds of mobility are discarded, in order to skip the naturally occurring initial clustering phase
(see [10]).
Manhattan Grid. The area is covered by a square grid of ‘North-South’ and ‘East-West’ paths,
at 40 m spacing. Initially, nodes are distributed regularly at the first n intersections of the grid.
Thereafter, they move along the paths at a fixed speed. Whenever a node reaches an intersection,
it chooses one of the four available directions with equal probability (at the edges of the grid the
number of possible directions is reduced appropriately). We have used an implementation of the
Manhattan Grid mobility pattern provided by the University of Oregon’s Network Research Group
[75]. The first 1000 seconds of mobility are discarded, in order to remove initial bias.
The performance measures are the coverage (fraction of nodes that received the message), and
the average number of redundant transmissions per node (total number of redundant transmissions
divided by the number of nodes that received the message). Each run starts at time 0 with a message
originating at node 1, and terminates when no node can propagate the message further. For each
set of parameter values, the simulation ran 50 times, with different random number seeds, and the
performance observations were averaged.
The experimental results are grouped according to the policies that are being compared, and
also according to the mobility pattern used. Two figures are produced for each group, showing
the coverage achieved, and the number of redundant transmissions per node, as functions of the
encounter threshold (or broadcast threshold in the case of the BC policy).
Figures 4.1 . . . 4.4 illustrate the effects of RAD and α-reduction policies under Random Waypoint
mobility, for two different node densities (and a joint application of RAD and α-reduction). The label
‘RAD’ here applies to a RAD period distributed uniformly on the interval (0,100) ms with speeds of
2ms−1 and 40ms−1. The RAD period was distributed uniformly on the interval (0,100) ms. The
numbers of redundant transmissions per node are plotted as functions of the encounter threshold.
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Figure 4.2: Redundant Broadcasts: RAD and α-reduction policies; Random Waypoint; 2ms−1
EG(τ) protocol and the RAD and α-reduction modifications achieve very similar coverage levels.
At that density, an encounter threshold of 9 or 10 is required in order to achieve full coverage. The
corresponding savings in redundant transmissions achieved by the RAD and α-reduction policies are
approximately 25% and 15% respectively. The joint application of RAD and α-reduction yields a
small additional improvement.
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Figure 4.4: Redundant broadcasts: RAD and α-reduction policies; Random Waypoint; 40ms−1
3 suffices to achieve full coverage. Some coverage is lost by the RAD policy, but almost none is
lost by the α-reduction policy. The RAD policy starts off achieving bigger savings in redundant
transmissions than the α-reduction policy, but becomes poorer at higher thresholds. When τ = 3
(where all policies provide full coverage), both RAD and α-reduction achieve approximately 50%
reduction in redundant transmissions, however, when combined they increase the saving to about
70%. A notable feature of figure 4.2 is that the average number of redundant transmissions per node
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for the α-reduction policy at high density is almost independent of the value of τ .
Examining higher speed (40ms−1) figures 4.3. . .4.4, we can see that for all densities and protocol
optimisations, there is little difference from the lower speeds (2ms−1). What we see is a marginal
coverage increase for all plots, and a marginally lower redundancy at each point. This trend is typical
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Figure 4.6: Redundant broadcasts: encounter and propagation histories; Random Waypoint
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 compare the performance of the Encounter History (EH) and Propagation
History (PH) policies with that of the original Encounter Gossip protocol. In this experiment, there
is no limit on the number of node id s that can be attached to a message (i.e., k = n). Thus, any
benefits in redundant transmissions achieved by the PH policy should be set against the extra
overhead of broadcasting longer messages than necessary.
When the node density is low, both the EH and PH policies achieve lower coverage than EG(τ)
(PH being consistently worse than EH). However, those differences are noticeable only if the
threshold τ is in any case insufficient; all three policies achieve full coverage at about the same
threshold level, in this case τ = 10. For that value of τ , the EH policy reduces the average number of
redundant transmissions by just over 10%, while the PH policy reduces them by approximately 30%.
When the node density is high, the three policies are almost indistinguishable in their coverage.
For threshold values that achieve full coverage (τ = 2 or τ = 3), the EH policy reduces the redundant
transmissions by about 50%, while the reduction achieved by the PH policy is close to 70% (but
remember the comment about the extra overhead involved).
The next group of experiments, illustrated in figures 4.7 and 4.8, examine the performance of the
Broadcast Count reduction policy (BC), on its own and in conjunction with an encounter threshold.
The coverage and redundant transmissions are plotted against the BC threshold, β. A heuristic
value of β = 2 log2 n or β = 3 log2 n was suggested in Section 4.1. In the case of n = 64, that means
β = 12 or β = 24.
Figure 4.7 shows that either heuristic is fine at high density, but even the larger one is not quite
sufficient when the density is low; then an almost full coverage is achieved with β = 35. Introducing
an encounter threshold of 10 in addition to the broadcast threshold makes no appreciable difference
to the coverage.
According to figure 4.8, using a broadcast threshold sufficient to achieve full coverage at low
density, produces an average of about 6.5 redundant transmissions per node (the addition of an
encounter threshold reduces that number to slightly under 6). This should be compared with the
corresponding number of more than 9 redundant transmissions per node in the absence of a reduction
policy (figures 4.2 and 4.6). The gain is on the order of 25-30%, which is at least as good as the one
achieved by the timer and history policies. At high node density, the BC policy achieves full coverage
for values of β as low as 6, when there are about 2 redundant transmissions per node. At the point
where EG(τ) achieves full coverage (τ = 2 or 3), there are just over 3 redundant transmissions per
node: a gain of about 35%. This is somewhat lower than the gain achieved by the other reduction
policies.
The experiments described so far were also carried out in the context of the Manhattan Grid
mobility model. The corresponding results are displayed in figures 4.9 – 4.14. The following is a
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Figure 4.8: Redundant broadcasts: broadcast count reduction; Random Waypoint
Low density
1. Full coverage is considerably harder to achieve for the Manhattan Grid than for Random
Waypoint. The protocol EG(τ) requires thresholds τ ≥ 18. This is due to the fact that, at
every encounter, a node is more likely to meet nodes it has already met before, rather than
new ones.
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Figure 4.10: Redundant broadcasts: RAD and α-reduction policies; Manhattan Grid Model
Manhattan Grid than for Random Waypoint.
3. The gains achievable in the average number of redundant transmissions are larger (about
60-70%) for the Manhattan Grid than for Random Waypoint (see comment in item 1).
4. As before, the gains achieved by the RAD, α-reduction, EH and PH policies are quite similar.
5. The Broadcast Count policy needs larger thresholds (β > 80) to achieve high coverage. However,
the gains it yields in redundant transmissions are also higher than for Random Waypoint. The
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Figure 4.12: Redundant broadcasts: encounter and propagation histories; Manhattan Grid Model
High density
1. All policies achieve high coverage with a few broadcasts per node. A little coverage is lost by
the RAD, EH and PH policies.
2. For encounter threshold values that achieve full coverage (τ ≈ 6), the RAD, α-reduction, EH
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Figure 4.14: Redundant broadcasts: BC reduction; Manhattan Grid Model
3. For broadcast threshold values that achieve full coverage (β ≈ 16), the BC reduction policy
performs less well than the others.
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4.6 Conclusions
Attempting to reduce the number of redundant transmissions used in the propagation of a message
is clearly a worthwhile effort. The gains are perhaps not very important when the node density is
high, since only a few broadcasts per node are then enough to achieve full coverage. However, when
the density is low, one needs to set a large threshold on the number of broadcasts per node in order
to achieve a satisfactory coverage. Under those conditions, when many of the broadcasts made are
redundant, even a modest percentage reduction of the latter is significant in absolute terms.
Our experiment have shown that, at low node density, the average number of redundant trans-
missions per node can be reduced by about 30% in the Random Waypoint mobility model, and by
twice that amount in the Manhattan Grid model.
An interesting observation is that, at the threshold levels that are necessary to achieve high
coverage, the simple policies — RAD, α-reduction and Broadcast Count reduction — perform no
worse than the ones employing caches and message lists (EH and PH). In fact, the α-reduction
policy can be used with a high threshold over a range of densities, and still produce large savings in
redundant transmissions.
Combinations of policies have been investigated to a limited extent. For example, combining
RAD with α-reduction shows promising results. A more complete study of different combinations





Encounter Gossip as described in Chapter 3 is a single message protocol and is simulated with only
one message in the network at any time. In a real network there would naturally be many messages
propagated by many nodes using more bandwidth. Buffers in each node will need to carry more
than one message at a time and contention for resources will occur. In this chapter we address
some of the issues that arise when more than one propagation, of messages originating at different
nodes at different times, may overlap. Specifically we identify and address two problems termed as
Encounter Redundancy and Departure Redundancy. We introduce a set of algorithms that mitigate
these redundancies. The efficacy of addressing these problems is then examined using simulation.
Furthermore we examine the performance of Encounter Gossip as a high coverage broadcast protocol
and discuss the feasibility of achieving a stricter requirement of source order delivery.
The next Section 5.2 of this chapter refreshes us on the workings of Encounter Gossip. Section
5.3 describes Encounter Redundancy and Departure Redundancy, specific problems that can arise
when multiple messages are in the network. We present a solution to this problem in Section 5.4.1
and compare the performance of the original and modified algorithms in Section 5.6. We discuss how
source order can be applied to Encounter Gossip in Section 5.7 and finally we summarise our results
and findings in Section 5.9.
5.2 Encounter Gossip Again
Recall that for a single message scenario the protocol behaves as follows (see chapter 3).
1. Upon receiving or originating a new message, m, store it, together with an associated counter,
c(m), which is set to zero. Add the sending node to the current neighbourhood, unless already
present. If the current neighbourhood contains nodes other than the sending one, broadcast
mi.
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2. At every encounter thereafter, if c(m) ≤ τ , broadcast m and increment c(m) by 1.
3. When c(m) = τ + 1, remove m from memory (but keep its sequence number in order to
remember that it has been handled).
To achieve such multiple propagations, each node must maintain a buffer of all messages that it
has received, together with the corresponding counts indicating how many times each message has
been broadcast. A simple generalisation of the EG(τ) protocol, where each node can keep track of
up to M messages in the process of propagation, has the following structure.
1. Upon receiving or originating a new message, mi, if there is room in the local buffer, store mi
in it, together with an associated counter, c(mi); the latter is set to zero. Add the sending node
to the current neighbourhood, unless already present. If the current neighbourhood contains
nodes other than the sending one, broadcast mi and increment c(mi) by 1. If the buffer is full
when mi arrives, it is rejected.
2. At every encounter thereafter, for each buffered message, mi, if c(mi) ≤ τ , broadcast mi and
increment c(mi) by 1.
3. When c(mi) = τ + 1, remove mi from the buffer (but keep its sequence number in order to
remember that it has been handled).
This protocol, the Original Algorithm will be referred to as ‘Simple Encounter Gossip with
Multiple Messages’ and will be denoted by SEG(τ,M). For the purposes of this study, M is chosen
sufficiently large so that messages are never rejected.
5.3 The Problem
We present two scenarios that illustrate our problem. The first describes the redundancy when
an encounter occurs during buffer transmission, we call this Encounter Redundancy. The second
scenario describes the redundancy caused by an encountered node departing before an entire buffer of
messages is transmitted, we call this Departure Redundancy. Both of these cause more transmissions
than necessary to propagate a buffer of messages to a new node. Any extra transmissions made
during the operation of a protocol increase the likelihood of collision and thus reduce the coverage
achieved.
5.3.1 Encounter Redundancy
Broadcasting several messages one after another may take quite a long time. If, during that period,
nodes are likely to join or leave the current neighbourhood, the efficiency of SEG(τ,M) can be
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seriously impaired. Suppose, for example, that node 1 encounters node 2 and starts broadcasting
k messages, m1,m2, . . . ,mk, that are currently in its buffer. During the transmission of mi, node
2 leaves the neighbourhood. Then the transmissions of mi+1,mi+2, . . . ,mk are unnecessary and it
would be better to suppress them.
The following provides an example which demonstrates how and when Encounter Redundancy
Occurs, and what its effects are for EG.
• Node Node1 has a message buffer containing n messages m1 . . . mn
• Node1 encounters Node2
• Node1 schedules transmission of m1 . . . mn
• Before transmission of mi, Node1 encounters Node3
• Node1 schedules transmission of m1 . . . mn
This means that:
i m1 . . . mn are transmitted twice to Node2 due to the two schedules.
ii mi . . . mn are transmitted to Node3 due to the first schedule during which it arrives.
iii mi . . . mn are transmitted a second time to Node3 during the second transmission. This is
called encounter redundancy.
There are two distinct redundancies here: a)Transmission of m1 . . . mi−1 twice and b) Transmis-
sion of mi . . . mn twice. The arrival of Node3 is an unforseen event. If it were known before any
transmission schedules were begun that Node3 would arrive, transmission of messages m1 . . . mi−1
could have been delayed and thus only transmitted each message once; this would avoid redundancy
a) altogether. Since this information is unavailable this redundancy a) is unavoidable. Once Node3
arrives the following messages are transmitted: mi . . . mn, then m1 . . . mi−1, then mi . . . mn
again. Our solution will avoid redundancy b) by not transmitting mi . . . mn twice.
Observation: Any increase in transmissions increases the likelihood of collision. Collision is
undetectable in our scenario and thus this redundancy reduces coverage by increasing the likelihood
that transmissions will fail to be delivered.
5.3.2 Departure Redundancy
Alternatively, suppose that during the transmission of mi, node 3 joins the neighbourhood. This
is a new encounter, so SEG(τ,M) schedules another broadcast of all k messages (assuming that
their counters have not exceeded τ), to begin as soon as the current schedule completes. The
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resulting retransmission of messages m1,m2, . . . ,mi is necessary, because node 3 has not received
them. However, the repeated transmission of mi+1,mi+2, . . . ,mk is unnecessary; besides wasting
power, it hastens the termination of the protocol and hence reduces the probability of full coverage.
The following provides an example which demonstrates how and when Encounter Redundancy
Occurs, and what its effects are for EG.
• Node Node1 again has a message buffer containing n messages m1 . . . mn
• Node1 encounters Node2
• Node1 begins transmission of m1 . . . mn
• After transmission of mi−1, 1 < i ≤ n, but before transmission of mi, Node2 leaves the
neighbourhood.
In this case messages mi . . . mn are transmitted redundantly. This problem is particularly
damaging as it means the encounter threshold counter will be incremented unnecessarily mi . . . mn
and thus reach τ and stop broadcasting early.
Upon detecting the departure of node Node2 we should cancel transmission of messages mi . . . mn.
Observation: This redundancy reduces coverage by two means:
• Redundancy increases the likelihood of transmission collisions.
• Encounter threshold counter affected causing early termination of the protocol.
[Note] At high speeds, encounters happen more frequently, which helps to cause Encounter Redun-
dancy. Also high speed encounters are likely to be of a lower duration, which would tend to
cause more frequent Departure Redundancy. We expect low density networks to suffer more
than high density cases as they are more dependant on encounters for coverage.
5.4 Towards a Solution
Another problem caused by premature departures is that messages near the tail of a FIFO buffer
are less likely to be propagated successfully (because the target node leaves before their turn comes),
than those near the head. However, that problem is easily cured by using a ‘circular’ buffer instead
of a FIFO one. An integer indicating the index of the currently transmitted message is incremented
by 1 (modulo M) after each transmission. A newly received or locally generated message is inserted
immediately to the left of the current index (modulo M). See figure 5.1.
• Node1 again has a message buffer containing
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ET_Buf
0 1 ... nn-1
Figure 5.1: Encounter Transmission Buffer ETbuf
• n messages m1 . . . mn
• Node1 encounters Node2
• Node1 begins transmission of mi . . . mn
• Before Transmission of mi, Node1 receives a new locally sourced message from transport layer.
• Node1 transmit’s m
• m is added to message buffer in position mn + 1
If a circular buffer is used, Node1 will therefore transmit m twice to Node2 once as a blind flood,
and once again during the encounter. To avoid this whilst using a cyclic buffer it is important to:
• Insert any incoming messages between mi−1 and mi ie. in the position before the pointer.
• For each node encountered, record which message should be the last one sent.
5.4.1 The Solution
In order to eliminate the redundant transmissions which may result from arrivals or departures
during broadcasts, each node maintains, in addition to the list of nodes in the current neighbourhood,
a sublist of ‘destination’ nodes: these are nodes that have still not received all the messages in the
circular buffer. For each target node, the index of the ‘last-due’ message, i.e. the last message that it
needs to receive, is recorded. Step 2 of the SEG(τ,M) protocol is modified as follows:
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2. At every encounter thereafter, add the newly encountered nodes to the target list, with last-due
index equal to the current index - 1 (modulo M). Then, for each buffered message, mi, if
c(mi) ≤ τ and the target list is not empty: broadcast mi; increment c(mi) by 1; remove from
the target list all nodes whose last-due index is equal to i, as well as all nodes that have
meanwhile left the neighbourhood.
A node is deemed to have left the neighbourhood if no beacon has been received from it during a
given interval of time. The latter is normally chosen to be larger than the inter-beacon interval, in
order to include possible network delays.
The modified protocol will be referred to as ‘Encounter Gossip with Multiple Messages’ and will
be denoted by EG(τ,M).
5.5 Detailed Description
In this section we present and expand our proposed solution to minimise both Encounter and
Departure Redundancy. We assume a buffer size sufficient to contain all messages transmitted in
our scenarios. This is in effect an infinite buffer. The implications of this and possible e recovery
mechanisms are briefly discussed in 7.7. The following list describes the main actions and data
structures.
Data Structures
Encounter Transmission Buffer ETbuf (figure 5.1) is a circular double linked list containing
the set of messages that need to be transmitted on encounters.
Neigh The nodes in the neighbourhood of a node.
Encounter Transmission Destinations ETdest are the destination nodes: The subset of
Neigh to which we have not transmitted every message; they have not been present
through an entire cycle of transmissions of ETbuf .
Neighbourhood Timeout We set neighbour time out ti which is current time t plus a
neighbourhood timeout value β.
Pointer to the current message. Thus ETbuf [current] contains the current message to be
transmitted next.
Message Each ETbuf [i] contains message m, and a counter c(m) which is set to zero.
Phantom Message The buffer also contains a single phantom message, with id = 0 which
marks the start/end of the buffer. Thus when ’empty’ the buffer contains 1 phantom
message such that phantom.next = phantom and pahntom.index = 0. This is required




On receipt of a new message, it is given an incremental id, and inserted between
current.pevious and current in ETbuf .
Encounter
• When a node Nodek is encountered: it is added to Neigh and ETdest.
• Nodei.finish is set to ETbuf [current].previous. Thus ETdest can now be more pre-
cisely described as the subset of all nodes currently inNeigh to which ETbuf [Nodei.finish]
has not yet been transmitted.
• If a transmission cycle is not in progress then begin Transmission.
• If a beacon from Nodek is not received before t ≥ ti, (i.e. within neighbourhood
timeout β), then Nodek is removed from Neigh and ETdest if it is a member.
Drop Message
A message in ETbuf is discarded, if that message has been transmitted τ times.
Transmit Messages
• All messages in ETbuf are transmitted cyclicly commencing from ETbuf [current].
followed by ETbuf [i].next.
• If ETbuf [Nodei.finish] is transmitted then Nodek is removed from ETdest and is now
only a member of Neigh, the set of all neighbours. Nodek is now a normal neighbour.
• If ETdest is empty (ETdest = {}) or ETbuf contains only the phantom message
(ETbuf = {phantom}) terminate.
5.5.1 Algorithms
The following pseudo code defines four algorithms which form our Modified Protocol. Algorithm
1, SetUp defines the data structures we set up for the protocol as described in 5.4.1. After set up
each algorithm will be run in a separate thread when its entry requirements are met. Algorithm 2,
ReceiveMessage is run when messages are originated or received from another node. Algorithm
3, BeaconReceived is run when a beacon is received, it also initiates Encounter. Algorithm 4,
NeighbourhoodT imeout removes neighbours from ETdest and Neigh when timeout β expires. Algo-
rithm 5, Encounter applies the modified multiple message policy to the transmissions.
This set of algorithms shall form the ModifiedProtocol.
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On originating or receiving a message m
do
if (Neigh.size > 0); // If we have neighbours, transmit message
then
Transmit message;
// Add message to ETbuf
m.id← ETbuf .nextId;
m.count← 0 ETbuf .nextId← ETbuf .nextId+ 1;





On receiving a beacon from Nodel
do
set ti to neighbourhood timeout β + current time t;
if Nodej 6∈ Neigh; // This is a new encounter
then
Nodej .finish← current.previous;
ETdest ← ETdest ∪ {Nodej}; // Add to Neigh and ETdest
Neigh← Neigh ∪ {Nodej};
if Encounter is not running then
Start Encounter (Algorithm 5).
Algorithm 3: BeaconReceived
On neighbourhood timeout ti
do
if t > ti; // No beacon received from Nodel within the last β
then
; // Remove Nodel from Neighbour hood, and Encounter Destinations
if Nodej ∈ ETdest
then




On Encounter while ETdest 6= { }
do
if ETbuf .size = 0
then
ETdest ← {}; // Empty the Encounter destination buffer
return ; // no messages to transmit
m← ETbuf .current;




foreach Nodel in ETdest
do
if Nodej .finish = m.id ; // All messages in ETbuf have been transmitted to
Nodel
then
ETdest ← ETdest − {Nodej} ; // Nodel is now a simple neighbour
if ETdest = {} then
return; ; // No more nodes in encounter so end
current← m.next;
if m.count ≥ τ
then
ETbuf ← ETbuf − {m};
m.prev.next← m.next;




Using the scenarios from 5.3 we show how the modified protocol addresses the problems of Encounter
Redundancy and Departure Redundancy. Both scenarios share an identical beginning. We describe
this in detail next, up until the differences in scenario which give the examples of Encounter or
Departure Redundancy.
5.5.2.1 Scenario Set Up
We follow the interactions Node1 experiences as it follows the ModifiedProtocol. We shall use the
value τ = 3.
Algorithm 1, SetUp
Node1 has no neighbours so, Neigh and ETdest are the empty set {}. Node1 has no messages
yet so Phantom message, with id = 0, is the only contents of ETbuf contains only the Phantom
message, its size is set to 0 and nextId is 1;
Node Node1 has a message buffer containing n messages m1 . . . mn
Algorithm 2, ReceiveMessage
Node1 originates (receives from transport layer) n messages. Since Node1 has no neighbours,
suppress transmission. Add the message m to ETbuf . Message m is given id = ETbuf .nextId,
and ETbuf .nextId is incremented. Each message is inserted sequentially between current.prev
and current.next. Hence we have ETbuf = Phantom(id = 0),m1 . . . mn.
Node1 encounters Node2
Algorithm 3, BeaconReceived
Node1 receives a beacon from Node2 and so executes algorithm 3, BeaconReceived. A timeout
t2 is set to current time t plus the specified neighbourhood timeout β. Since Node2 is not a
current member of the neighbourhood Neigh we set Node2.finish to current.previous, which
is mn and add it to Neigh and ETdest and thus both are equal to Node2. Since we are now
encountering a node we start algorithm 5, Encounter.
Node1 schedules transmission of m1 . . . mn
Algorithm 5, Encounter
Since ETdest is non empty we can enter the while loop. Each of the following iterations iterates
around the circular buffer, until all messages have been transmitted to all nodes in ETdest, i.e.
until ETdest = {}.
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iteration 1
ETbuf contains several messages so we begin processing the current message m in ETbuf .
The current message has m.id = 0, it is the phantom message so we do not transmit it.
We check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their finish value: they do not. We move
our pointer to current to current.next and since the count value of phantom is never
increased it is always lower than τ it is never removed.
iteration 2 . . . (i− 1)
ETbuf still contains several messages so we begin processing the new current message m.
This message has id > 0 so we transmit the message and increment its counter m.count
by the number of nodes that are being encountered ETdest.size = 1, thus m.count+ = 1,
leaving m.count = 1. We check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their finish value:
they do not. We move current to point at current.next and we confirm that m.count < τ
and so end the loop.
If a lower τ was used then this message could have reached it’s transmission threshold
and be discarded from ETbuf . We would then remove the hole in the buffer by creating a
link between m.prev and m.next.
[Note] Node1 has transmitted m1 ... (i−1) once to Node2.
5.5.2.2 Encounter Redundancy
This scenario shows how the modification overcomes the problem of Encounter Redundancy that we
introduced in Section 5.3. The following actions continue occur immediately after the Set Up from
the previous section 5.5.2.1.
Before transmission of mi, Node1 encounters Node3
Algorithm 3, BeaconReceived
Node1 receives a beacon from Node3 and so executes algorithm 3, BeaconReceived. A timeout
t2 is set to current time t plus the specified neighbourhood timeout β. Since Node3 is not
a member of our neighbourhood Neigh we set Node3.finish to current.previous, which is
mi − 1 and add it to Neigh and ETdest and thus both are equal to Node2, Node3. Since we
are already in an encounter there we do not start algorithm 5, Encounter.
Node1 schedules transmission of m1 . . . mn
Algorithm 5, Encounter Continued . . .
iteration i . . . n
ETbuf still contains messages so we begin processing the new current message m. This
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message has id > 0 so we transmit the message and increment its counter m.count by the
number of nodes that are being encountered ETdest.size = 2, thus m.count+ = 2, leaving
m.count = 2. We check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their finish value: they do
not. We move current to point at current.next. We check and find that m.count is not
less than τ and end the loop.
[Note]
Node1 has transmitted mi ... n once to Node2 and Node3.
iteration n+ 1
We have now traversed the buffer to the end and are back at the start of the buffer. ETbuf
still contains messages so we begin processing the current message m in ETbuf . The
current message has m.id = 0, it is the phantom message so we do not transmit it. We
check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their finish value: Node2.finish = 0 so we
remove Node2 from ETdest, thus ETdest = Node3. We move our pointer to current to
current.next and since the count value of phantom is never increased it is always lower
than τ it is never removed.
iteration n+ 2 . . . n+ (i− 2)
ETbuf still contains messages so we begin processing the new current message m. This
message has id > 0 so we transmit the message and increment its counter m.count by
the number of nodes that are being encountered: ETdest.size = 1, thus m.count+ = 1,
leaving m.count = 2. We check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their finish value:
they do not. We move current to point at current.next. We check and find that m.count
is not less than τ and end the loop.
iteration n+ i− 1
ETbuf still contains messages so we begin processing the current message m in ETbuf .
The current message has m.id > 0, so we transmit the message and increment its counter
m.count by the number of nodes that are being encountered: ETdest.size = 1, thus
m.count+ = 1, leaving m.count = 2. We check if any nodes in ETdest have m.id as their
finish value: Node3.finish = i− 1 so we remove Node3 from ETdest, since ETdest = {}.
iteration n+ i− 1
ETdest is now empty; there are no neighbours who are active on the current encounter.
So we end the encounter.
[Note] Since iteration n+ 1 . . . n+ i Node1 has transmitted m1 ... i−1 once to Node3 (and
unavoidably to Node2 for a second time).
This means that messages m1 . . . mi−1 are transmitted only once to Node3 (twice to
Node2, unavoidably) and that mi . . . mn are transmitted only once to bothNode2 and
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Node3.
This shows that we avoid the redundant second transmission of messages mi . . . mn.
5.5.2.3 Departure Redundancy
This scenario shows how the modification overcomes the problem of Encounter Redundancy that we
introduced in Section 5.3. The following actions continue occur immediately after the Set Up from
the earlier section 5.5.2.1.
before transmission of mi, Node2 leaves the neighbourhood.
Algorithm 4, NeighbourhoodTimeout
Node1 has not received a beacon from Node2 within the last β thus current time t is greater
than t2. Node2 is removed from both ETdest and Neigh.
Algorithm 5, Encounter Continued . . .
iteration i
Since ETdest is now the empty set {}, we end the encounter algorithm.
[Note] We make no more transmissions.
This means only messages m1 . . . mi−1 are transmitted to Node2. Thus messages
mi . . . mn do not have their m.count incremented and as such the transmission of these
messages should not be adversely affected. An added bonus is that mi is now the current
message and will be transmitted first on the next encounter.
We have successfully avoided redundant transmission of mi . . . mn.
5.6 Experimental results
A number of GloMoSim simulation experiments were carried out, aimed at evaluating the effect of
various parameters on the performance of τ -propagation under the original and modified algorithms.
The following factors were kept fixed:
The terrain is a square of dimensions (1000 m)× (1000 m). The number of nodes is kept fixed at
n = 64. The node density (defined as the average number of nodes within a circle of radius equal
to the wireless range) is varied by altering the wireless range. The interval between ‘hello’ signals
for each node is 25 ms. The buffer in each node is capable of containing all messages sent in this
scenario. The mobility pattern used is ‘Random Waypoint’.
The speed, node density and encounter threshold were varied and performance of coverage was
evaluated.
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Each run starts with 100 messages originating from each node, and terminates when no node can
propagate the messages further. For each set of parameter values, the simulation ran 25 times, with
different random number seeds, and the performance observations were averaged.
Table 5.1 shows the improvement in coverage by the modified algorithm. This clearly shows that
the largest percentage increase is with density 0.5, τ = 1 at 100ms−1. An increase of 105.72%.
Encounters (τ) 0 1 2 4 6 10 14
Density Speed
0.5 2 0.00 -39.45 -2.71 -0.20 -0.01 0.01 0.00
20 0.00 85.94 23.67 2.01 0.30 -0.01 -0.01
60 0.00 91.58 53.55 6.67 1.36 0.00 -0.02
100 0.00 105.72 54.70 7.04 1.47 0.03 -0.03
3.5 2 0.00 -0.86 -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -0.01 0.00
20 0.00 11.65 3.13 0.76 0.27 0.05 0.01
60 0.00 6.35 1.64 0.43 0.12 0.01 0.00
100 0.00 12.36 3.41 0.66 0.19 0.02 0.00
6.5 2 0.00 -0.39 -0.12 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.00
20 0.00 1.40 0.24 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00
60 0.00 4.43 0.65 0.18 0.06 0.00 0.00
100 0.00 4.68 0.49 0.15 0.06 0.01 0.00
Table 5.1: Percentage Improvement in Coverage achieved by Modified over Original Algorithm
Figures 5.2 – 5.11 show the coverage achieved as a function of the encounter threshold, τ , for
node densities ranging between 0.5 and 6.5, and speeds ranging between 2 ms−1 and 100 ms−1.
The coverage achieved with the original protocol at low density (density = 0.5) can be seen
in figure 5.2. As we might expect, there is a drop in coverage as speed increases. This is more
pronounced where the encounter threshold τ is low and coverage even at low speed is below 1.
The largest difference between modified and original algorithms in this instance is with encounter
threshold τ = 1, at 100ms−1 a difference of 0.35 (105.72%). This is caused by the Encounter and
Departure Redundancy as described in Section 5.3. When speed is low we experience a low encounter
rate with neighbours remaining longer within one another’s neighbourhood. Under these conditions
it is unlikely that one encounter be interrupted by another, thus Encounter Redundancy is less
prominent. It is also unlikely that encounter’s will be brief enough for nodes to leave before an entire
buffer of messages is transmitted and so Departure Redundancy is minimal. When speed is high, the
rate of encounters increases, and the duration of neighbourhood membership decreases. The increase
in encounter rate increases the likelihood of Encounter Redundancy as encounters are more likely to
interrupt one another. The decrease in neighbourhood membership duration increases the likelihood
of Departure Redundancy since it is more likely that a neighbour will depart from a neighbour before
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an entire buffer is transmitted.
Comparing figures 5.2 and 5.3 we can see that with the modified algorithm there is an improvement
at all speeds and a large improvement in coverage for the higher speeds such that all speeds now
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Figure 5.3: Coverage vs Encounters [Modified algorithm] Density = 0.5
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provide a zoomed in scale of the top 0.95 coverage of each of the previous
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figures. This allows us to see clearly that all speeds perform more similarly to one another in the



































































Figure 5.5: Encounters vs Coverage [Modified algorithm] Density = 0.5
Similarly in medium densities (density = 3.5) figures 5.6 and 5.7 we can see the same improvement
in coverage although to a lesser extent. At encounter threshold τ = 1 we see a recovery of the lost
0.15 (12.36%) coverage.
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The zoomed figures for these, 5.8 and 5.9 show how all high speed mobilities match those of the
low speed under the modified algorithm. Also that when τ ≥ 4 coverage is above 0.999.
In our high density scenario (density = 6.5) figures 5.10 and 5.11 show coverage gains but to an
even lesser extent; at encounter threshold τ = 1 we see a difference of only 0.1 (4.68%). Our zoomed
figures 5.12 and 5.13 again show more clearly this performance. It is clear that the problems defined
in 5.3 have most impact at high speed and low density and our modified algorithm is effective.
When density is high, the encounter process accounts for only a small proportion of coverage
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Figure 5.6: Coverage vs Encounters [Original algorithm] Density = 3.5
We also evaluate the number of redundant transmissions made to see how well our modified
algorithm performs. We recap on the definition of a redundant transmission here, originally stated in
4.2. A broadcast is said to be ‘useful’ if it enlarges the set of nodes that have received m, i.e. if there
is at least one node in the current neighbourhood for whom m is new. A broadcast which is not
useful is ‘redundant’ (all nodes receiving that broadcast have already received m).
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 display redundant transmissions for the under the low density (D = 0.5)
scenario. They show that we have a similar linear relationship that we have seen before in Chapter4
Section 4.5. The modified algorithm shows a reduction of approximately 1 redundant transmission
when τ ≥ 2.
For the medium density scenario (D = 3.5) figures 5.16 and 5.17, the same linear pattern is
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Figure 5.13: Encounters vs Coverage [Modified algorithm] Density = 6.5
algorithm.
Similarly in the high density scenario (D = 6.5) figures 5.18 and 5.19, the linear pattern is again






















































Figure 5.14: Encounters vs Redundant Broadcasts [Original algorithm] Density = 0.5
The reduction of around 1 redundant transmission across the simulation parameters equates to a
relatively large reduction when scale is considered. Redundant broadcasts are measured per message,
































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.19: Encounters vs Redundant Broadcasts [Modified algorithm] Density = 6.5
redundant transmission reduces transmissions made in the network by 6400. We saw the benefit of
this reduction in the increase of coverage shown in figures 5.2 . . . 5.13.
5.7 Ordered Delivery
To achieve FIFO order, each message must be uniquely identified by its source and sequence number.
FIFO delivery is simple to achieve. If process p receives and delivers all consecutive messages
m0 . . . mi−1 and as such is waiting to receive message mi so that it may be delivered. Instead p
receives messages mj . . . mk where i < j < k it simply buffers messages mj . . . mk until message
mi is received, before continuing consecutive delivery. If coverage is complete(i.e. 1), it is sufficient
to buffer all received messages ordering them by sequence number and delivering them is trivial.
We can reevaluate our earlier experiment from Section 5.6 in light of this to establish whether
FIFO delivery is achievable under Encounter Gossip. We calculate a new performance measure FIFO
Coverage. This is the probability that a random node receives all 100 messages from a random source
node.
for Nodek receiving from Nodel pij =
 1 if Nodek received all messages from Nodel0 otherwise
let n = number of nodes
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Thus a FIFO Coverage of 0.75 would indicate that over all 25 runs, an average of 75% of the
nodes achieved a coverage of 1 and thus could achieve FIFO delivery. Table 5.2 shows the FIFO
Order Coverage improvement by the modified algorithm.
Figures 5.20 . . . 5.25 show the performance of Encounter Gossip with regard to our new per-
formance measure. We have included both original and modified versions of our algorithm in the
figures so that the improvements achieved earlier be made more apparent. It can be seen that the
FIFO Order figures show a larger difference between the performance of the original and modified
algorithms visible than our earlier experiments. It is quite a visible improvement even at lower speeds.
In the low density case (Density = 0.5), figures 5.20 and 5.21 we can see that at τ = 4, 100ms−1 there
is an improvement of 0.75 (4592%!) in FIFO Order Coverage. The modified algorithm shows that
at all speeds we achieve FIFO Order Coverage near 1 at τ ≥ 10, whereas in the original algorithm,
τ = 14 would have been necessary. This improvement is caused by the removal of Encounter and
Departure Redundancy. A node who was to receive 99 messages from every node would have a fifo
coverage of 0 if the missing message is not also received. The delivery of the last few messages is key
here to achieving FIFO Order Coverage. Thus when the redundancies are removed, a more dramatic
result can be observed than in standard coverage. In figures 5.22 and 5.23 we observe the medium
density case (Density = 3.5), again see the vast improvement when moving from original to the
modified algorithm. In this case the largest improvement is this time when τ = 2, again at high
speeds with speed = 100ms−1 , we see an improvement of 0.88 and at 60ms−1, give 0.89. Although
the largest percentage increase was at τ = 1 speed = 20ms−1 with and increase of 4234.62%. The
modified algorithm shows we would need τ ≥ 4 to get a coverage near 1, whereas using the original
algorithm τ ≥ 12 was required. In figures 5.24 and 5.25 we see the high density case (Density =
6.5), improvement when moving from original to the modified algorithm is again visible. The largest
improvement is at speed = 100ms−1 ,when τ = 1 we see an improvement of 0.88 (5035.71%). The
modified algorithm shows we would need only τ ≥ 2 to get a coverage near 1, whereas using the
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Figure 5.25: FIFO Coverage vs Encounters [Modified algorithm] Density = 6.5
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Encounter 0 1 2 4 6 10 14
Density Speed
0.5 2 0.00 20.00 -34.29 0.73 2.27 0.50 0.00
20 0.00 0.00 364.00 471.82 38.82 1.67 -0.50
60 0.00 0.00 400.00 4611.54 326.06 8.61 0.00
100 0.00 0.00 304.00 4592.31 451.31 11.31 0.06
3.5 2 0.00 26.24 5.77 1.40 0.19 -0.01 -0.08
20 0.00 4234.62 471.98 59.58 14.74 1.07 0.13
60 0.00 3819.23 2484.21 112.50 23.28 2.24 0.25
100 0.00 4080.00 1947.22 125.86 31.05 4.52 0.57
6.5 2 0.00 -3.69 1.67 0.31 0.31 0.00 -0.06
20 0.00 331.11 33.61 7.56 2.57 0.19 0.06
60 0.00 2753.33 99.25 20.17 5.96 0.06 0.00
100 0.00 5035.71 76.29 17.27 5.76 0.69 0.13
Table 5.2: Percentage Improvement in FIFO Order Coverage achieved by Modified over Original
Algorithm
5.7.1 Message Recovery
We have identified that under the specified simulation conditions for densities 0.5, 3.5, 6.5 we can
achieve FIFO Order Coverage near 1 by applying τ = 10, τ = 4, τ = 2 respectively. We argue that a
simple recovery mechanism may be able to retrieve any missing messages in this case. A node should
simply be able to request the missing message from a neighbour or at the next encounter and receive
it with high probability.
Looking at our coverage and FIFO Order coverage figures for the modified algorithm we see very
high average results. Let us examine a single run from our experiments. At density 0.5 with speed
2ms−1, τ = 10 we choose the poorest result from the 25 runs. The coverage achieved on this run
was 0.98 whilst the FIFO Order coverage was only 0.91. Using these values, a random node Nodei
should on average only be missing 2% of all messages. The probability of another node picked at
random, Nodej having all the missing messages for one node is the same as the probability of FIFO
Order Coverage, in this case P = 0.91. The probability of a random Nodej having just one message
that Nodei is missing is P ≥ 0.91 ≤ 0.98. Thus we have demonstrated that it is likely that a simple
request from a random node will retrieve missing messages with high probability.
5.8 Comparison with Hypergossiping
In this section we compare the performance of Encounter Gossip with that of Hypergossiping [51],
which is in many ways similar. On detecting an encounter, Hypergossiping establishes the need
for message transmissions by first exchanging information on recently received messages. These
exchanges are piggybacked onto successive hello beacons and are not counted in transmission cost.
Hypergossiping thus attempts to save transmissions at the cost of delays before transmitting.
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We use the experimental data reported in [51], figures 11 (a) and (b). We perform the same
experiments as in that paper and compare the results on coverage achieved and transmissions carried
out. Hypergossiping parameters not relevant to our protocol, such as message lifetime, are ignored.








































Figure 5.26: Coverage vs Nodes
Figure 5.26 shows the coverage achieved by Encounter Gossip and Hypergossiping for two different
node speeds, and different node densities. We observe that in all corresponding cases, Encounter
Gossip provides significantly higher coverage.
The improved performance in terms of coverage is of course paid for by higher number of
transmissions. This is illustrated in figure 5.27, which plots the average number of transmissions per
node under the two protocols, for different node densities. At low densities, Encounter Gossip carries
out 5-6 times more transmissions than Hypergossiping, whereas that factor comes down to about 2
at high densities.
5.9 Summary and Further Work
In this chapter we have extended our simulation of Encounter Gossip to include multiple messages.
We have identified a serious performance issue which this introduces and proposed modifications to the
algorithm. These modified algorithms have then been simulated to evaluate the performance coverage
before and after modification of the algorithms. We have shown how the redundancy affects coverage
directly. We have demonstrated that a considerable improvement in coverage can be achieved when














































Figure 5.27: Transmissions vs Nodes
investigated a new performance measure to evaluate the possibility of achieving FIFO Order Reliable
Broadcast and found that at Density = 0.5, 3.5, 6.5,for τ = 10, 4, 2 respectively we can achieve FIFO
Order Coverage approaching 1. We have discussed how Encounter Gossip may be made more reliable
by introducing a simple message recovery mechanism, that we argue will be effective in retrieving all
messages from a random node with high probability. The implementation and investigation into this
recovery mechanism is left as a topic for further work. A limited comparison with Hypergossiping is
performed and shows that for a range of node densities Encounter Gossip provides higher coverage





In previous chapters we have presented Encounter Gossip and its optimisations. We examined its
performance using simulation experiments which showed favourable results. Let us now examine the
assumptions behind our simulation models.
There are six common assumptions made in simulation of wireless networks, as presented by Kotz
et al [52, 53]. We recap on these assumptions here, and show which of these are applicable to our
earlier simulation models.
1. The world is flat
Clearly in a real network nodes may be anywhere in 3D space, not merely in a 2D plane. Thus
nodes close to one another horizontally may be separated vertically.
2. Radio transmission is circular
Radio range in the real world is far from regular. In fact it is neither circular nor convex and
often non contiguous.
3. All nodes have equal transmission range
Even identical nodes will in reality seldom have the same radio range as atmospheric conditions
and node placement and orientation may heavily effect the range. Also as batteries discharge
radio range decreases.
4. Communication is Symmetric
Naturally in the real world, if transmission ranges are not equal then a Nodei that can receive
transmissions from Nodej does not imply that Nodej can receive transmission from Nodei.
5. If a node hears a transmission, it hears it perfectly
In the real world transmission success is not a binary process where transmissions are successful
when in range and not when out of range. There is no sudden drop off as radio range is reached.
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6. Signal Strength is a simple function of distance
The reality is that whilst transmission success reduces with distance under a power law
function, the environment can provide obstacles that create obstructions, reflections diffusion
and scattering of signals.
Our GloMoSim simulations used assumptions 1,2,3,4 and 6 from this list. The TWO-RAY radio
model used in our GloMoSim simulation provides a more realistic propagation scenario, where
reflection from the ground is also considered thus assumption 5 is not made. This however still
does not include occlusion or reflection by any obstacles so communication is still likely to be more
symmetric than in reality.
We now introduce real world problems, describe how these are revealed in our experiment and
our attempts at overcoming them.
In the real world, problems exist that these simulation assumptions abstract away. When compared
to our GloMoSim Simulations a real world experiment would help address 3 distinct issues:
Fading and transient network links [18]:
Once a connection has been established between two nodes, even without mobility, the ability
to transmit between two nodes is not constant. Successful transmission of a packet over a
wireless network link is probabilistic at best, as such when a connection between nodes is
made (in our case an encounter is experienced) it is not possible to determine the quality or
duration of that link. As such, data may be sent along an unstable channel whilst assuming
that transmission success rate will be quite high.
Communication grey zones [67]:
A Nodei that is able to receive a transmission from another Nodej is not necessarily able to
transmit a successful reply. Three factors that contribute to the forming of communication
grey zones when using Encounter Gossip are.
i Small Packet Size
Hello packets are considerably smaller than data packets and are therefore much more
likely to be successfully transmitted. Thus a successful Hello transmission may lead to an
encounter when there is no possibility of transmitting data.
ii Fluctuating Links
As mentioned above, links may be transient and fade in and out, this is especially true at
the boundary of a node’s wireless range. Thus a detected encounter may lead to a failed
data transmission.
iii Asymmetric, non circular radio range
Since radio range is neither circular or identical among nodes, nodes may experience
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encounters whilst they are not within transmission range of one another: Nodei may
encounter Nodej due to Nodej successful Hello transmission. However if Nodei’s range is
smaller than Nodej ’s range Nodei will be unable to transmit data to Nodej .
Realistic mobility In our simulations, all nodes move using either Random Waypoint, or Manhattan
Grid mobility models. The Random Waypoint model in particular has been heavily criticised for
its inability to provide steady state [110, 5]. The Random Waypoint Model is a very unrealistic
mobility pattern, especially when contrasted with natural human mobility. Paths chosen by
nodes under the Random Waypoint are extremely jagged and at a constant speed between
destinations. The Manhattan Grid whilst marginally more realistic, still uses a random choice
of path. Humans tend instead to move from place to place on a specified route that is usually
one of the shortest, fastest or most interesting available.
Along side these we made three simplifying assumptions to enable us to make our analytical
approximation in section 3.3. However in our real world experiment these may be re-examined:
(a) Each node experiences encounters at intervals which are exponentially distributed
with mean ξ.
In our real world experiment we cannot guarantee this exponential distribution, in fact in
section 6.8 we show that in our experiment the distribution is closer to a power law.
(b) At each encounter, a node meets one other node.
In our experiment nodes may easily meet multiple nodes at once simply by moving out from
behind an obstruction.
(c) The node encountered is equally likely to be any of the other nodes; that is, the
probability that node i will next encounter node j, j 6= i, is equal to 1/(n − 1),
regardless of past history.
In our experiment it is much more likely that nodes located near one another meet more
frequently as their movements tend to include similar destinations.
With a real world experiment we can examine how Encounter Gossip performs without these
assumptions.
In this chapter we present a proof of concept implementation of Encounter Gossip to show the
performance of the protocol under real world conditions. We conduct an experiment in a realistic
environment, Claremont Tower, a confined office tower block with several physical obstacles that
stand in the way of encounters occurring. We examine some of the physical limitations of the
encounter based approach and present simple solutions. We show that Encounter Gossip achieves a
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modest coverage even within such a difficult environment. Furthermore we gather data from the
experiment to create a real mobility pattern. We use this real mobility pattern within simulation to
explore performance across an ideal radio network. These performance measures are a useful measure
as to what effect the protocol performs versus the technology.
The design of the implementation is described next in Section 6.2 including language and platform
choices. We discuss issues regarding encounter detection in Section 6.3 and present a simple approach
to tackling these issues. The experiment itself is documented in Section6.4 and subsequently the
results from this are presented in 6.5. We then perform a simulation using newly acquired data
and perform further comparison and discussion in Section 6.7. Finally a summary of our findings is
presented in Section 6.9.
6.2 Implementation
6.2.1 Language Choice
Platform independent design is important as ideally we would like to be able to test the protocol
over a large number of devices; this would then be a heterogeneous environment to allow more
devices at our disposal to be included in our experiment. Whilst Encounter Gossip is a routing
protocol and should therefore be placed in the network layer in the protocol stack, this would require
implementation to be hardware specific. Instead we implement Encounter Gossip using Java at
the application layer. This allows our code to run on any device capable of running a Java virtual
machine.
6.2.2 Hardware
A total of 18 PDAs and 1 Laptop were used to run the experiment. The laptop was an IBM Thinkpad
T30, 2GHz, 512MB RAM with internal Intel wireless mini PCI card (for 802.11b) running ubuntu
6.06. The PDAs were HP iPAQ 5550, 400MHz, 128MB RAM, 48MB ROM, with on board 802.11b
running Familiar 8.4 [30] using JamVM[66]. Familiar is a full featured Linux distribution designed
for iPAQ and similar devices. JamVM is a small implementation JVM which conforms to JVM
specification 2 [62]. At the time of the experiment JamVM did not include the Java 1.5 libraries for
concurrency so we used the backport-util-concurrent [56] which are based on Doug Lea’s Concurrent
Programming in Java [55].
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6.3 Encounter Detection
As we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, radio transmission between nodes is asymmetric.
This subjects transmission to a range of problems including fading transient links and communication
grey zones. Approaches have been suggested to overcome these problems including artificially limiting
the wireless range of devices so that only when a signal is of sufficient strength should it be deemed
to be heard. Alternatively transmitting Hello messages at a lower power would mean that when
hear the receiver would more likely be within data transmission range. Implementing either of these
solutions requires low level access to the device, something that is not easy to achieve in Java, and
impossible to achieve platform independently.
Since fading transient links and communication grey zones are most prevalent at the border
of transmission range, they are especially problematic when using an encounter based approach
to broadcast. This is because they cause encounters during which data may not be successfully
transmitted. Along with this the transiency of radio link means that a node may receive Hello
messages intermittently. In the worst case this would cause multiple repeated encounters and cause
any messages in the node’s buffer to be retransmitted redundantly. Worse still these extra encounters
would cause message counters c(m) to reach threshold τ too rapidly and thus terminate protocol for
those messages early.
We implement a simple solution of requiring H multiple consecutive beacon transmissions to be
received to determine whether a node is a neighbour or not. In pairing with this is a neighbourhood
timeout T during which at least 1 beacon must be received otherwise the neighbour will timeout and
leave the neighbourhood.
Initial tests of the encounter system indeed found that nodes on the boundaries of one another’s
wireless range would fluctuate in and out of range and thus generate frequent ’superficial’ encounters.
Devices were noted for having asymmetric ranges, depending on positioning of the devices with
respect to distance and interposing obstacles such as walls, floors etc. It was possible for example for
Nodek to detect Nodel’s presence without reciprocal detection.
This would naturally lead to lower coverage being achieved by this node. Experiments that varied
H, the number of consecutive beacons and T , the neighbourhood timeout were conducted. Two
nodes were used. Node1 was brought from outside of wireless range towards Node2 at a speed of
0.5m every 10 seconds. Once an encounter was detected by Node1 all movement was stopped and
the number of encounters detected was counted on each device for a period of 2 minutes. As H
was increased, the nodes needed to be brought closer to one another to achieve an encounter. As
T was increased the number of encounters experienced reduced and length of encounter increased.
Once parameters H and T were found that reduced the number of encounters to 1, we extended
the time that we measured over to 15 minutes. We found that there were several encounters were
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observed, caused no doubt by fading transient links. To combat these we increased the T , the
neighbourhood timeout until these were removed. We repeated this experiment with several different
pair of nodes Node3 and Node4 which gave different required H and T values. By averaging the
results we were able to find a working solution that produced minimal boundary fluctuation between
pairs of devices with the ability to still detect encounters and departures. The H parameter also had
the benefit of reducing the effect of asynchronous wireless ranges and therefore hopefully reducing
communication grey zones. We found good values to be beacon interval 500ms, consecutive beacons
H = 5, neighbourhood timeout T = 2500ms.
6.4 Real World Experiment
We perform an experiment to test the performance of Encounter Gossip under difficult, real world
conditions. We use an environment that is particularly disruptive to communications by wireless,
and in particular 802.11b communication. Many walls in Claremont Tower are extremely thick, most
contain steel reinforcement. On top of this, every office has a white board which contains a steel
sheet inside covering a large proportion of one wall which makes signal transmission through that
wall even less likely. In fact the floors in Claremont Tower appear to allow wireless transmissions to
pass easier than the walls. A recent survey concluded that a minimum of 30 and optimally 45 high
power base stations would be required to provide coverage of the area [89]. For this experiment we
use only 19 devices 18 of these are PDAs with comparatively low power radios. This gives us a low
density of nodes in the network, this is discussed further in Section 6.7.2.
6.4.1 Set Up
The experiment was run, in Claremont Tower, which houses the school of computing science at
Newcastle University. Volunteers were requested from the school, from the number that responded a
selection was made to maximise the spread of the nodes whilst remaining based in the tower complex.
Figure 6.1 shows the layout of the Claremont Tower and figure 6.2 illustrates which rooms held users
with PDAs on each day of experiment. Table 6.2 can be cross referenced to see which PDA users
were based in which room. To prevent user interaction with the device, each PDA was sealed in a
cardboard box with a cut out for the arial, and a belt loop fastening. Each user was requested to
carry the PDA with them at all times during the experiment.
The experiment was run twice, on consecutive work days to observe different mobility scenarios.
On each day the following occurred. Users collected a PDA each from D8.18 at 9:20am and dispersed
about their usual daily routine. The office location of each user was recorded against the PDA taken.
This is no guarantee that the user would spend their time in or near that room. The PDAs were
returned after 1pm when their batteries had been depleted. PDA battery life was measured in earlier
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tests to range between 2.5 and 3 hours.
We use our formula from Chapter 3 in Section 3.3 to suggest a good value for our threshold τ .
With 19 nodes this suggests an encounter threshold value of τ = 7. Giving consideration to the low
density distribution of the nodes and the obstacles they must overcome and low mobility speeds we
shall increase this modestly to τ = 8.
Each device was set to send 6 messages. One after every 10 minutes for half an hour. The first at
9:30 and the last at 10:20. This should subsequently allow at least 2 hours to distribute the messages.
A summary of the experiment set up can be seen in table 6.1.
Each PDA would collect statistics on messages sent and received including timings for encountering
other nodes. The following details are recorded by each node.
Encounter Node number of device encountered, time of occurrence.
Departure Node number of device departed, time of occurrence.
Originate Message number, time of creation.
Send Message number, message transmission count, time of transmission.
Receive Message number, time of transmission.
This data is used to calculate the following performance figures which are averaged across the set
of all devices.
Coverage the average fraction of messages that are received by the end of the experiment.
Redundant Broadcasts The number of a broadcasts made, per message, that do not enlarge the
set of nodes that have received the message.
Propagation Time Average time for each message to reach its last destination.
Response Time Average time taken for the protocol to terminate.
Encounter History A representation of a nodes view of the encounters it experienced over the
experiment. These are visible in full in Appendix A.
6.5 Experiment Results
The performance measure of interest are again coverage, redundant transmissions, response time and
propagation time. In this case however propagation time is the time taken to reach the maximum
coverage achieved, since on no occasion was a coverage of 1 achieved.
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Equipment IBM Thinkpad T30 1
iPAQ 5550 20, 15(Thurs), 14(Fri)
Settings Messages 6 (per node)
Message interval 5 Mins
Beacon Interval 500ms
Neighbourhood Timeout 2500ms
Neighbourhood Threshold 5 beacons
Threshold τ 8
Table 6.1: Table of Experiment Settings
PDA Thursday Friday PDA Thursday Friday
(laptop) 0 D8.18 D8.18 10 T7.06 D8.18
1 T7.11 T7.06 11 T7.12 D8.01
2 T8.14 T7.11 12 T7.07 T10.02
3 T8.25 T8.09 13 D8.04 T8.25
4 T8.25 D8.03 14 T7.14 T7.14
5 T7.08 T10.02 15 D8.18 -
6 T7.12a T8.14
7 T8.09 T8.18 T/D X.Y X=Floor Y=Room
8 T7.05 D8.04 T = Tower D = Daysh
9 T9.18 T1002
Table 6.2: Table of PDA User’s room allocation
Figure 6.1: Isometric Plan of Claremont Tower Buildings
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Figure 6.2: Floor Plans Floor Claremont Tower Buildings
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Along side these figures we record the Encounter History of each node. The EH of for Nodek
comprises of a list of encounter and departure times for each Nodel(l = 0 . . . N, l 6= k) that have been
in the neighbour hood of Nodek.
We came across two issues when running the experiment.
1. During the experiment 3 iPAQs failed as their battery was unable to power them for longer
than half an hour.
2. On Thursday 2 users and on Friday 3 users, left the experimental area and did not return
during the experiment.




The average coverage observed on Thursday’s experiment was 0.64 whilst on Friday 0.59 was achieved.
In the following figures we illustrate coverage in two different ways: Senders Perspective and Receivers
Perspective. These two performance measures will give us insight into how each node performed.
Senders Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node propagated its messages to other
nodes. Receivers Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node received messages from other
nodes. We will define these in the next section.
The average Receiver Perspective Coverage across all nodes is identical to the average Senders
Perspective Coverage across all nodes. In an ideal network we would find that Senders Perspective
Coverage and Receiver Perspective Coverage would also be the same for each node. However due to
the asymmetry of radio ranges we should find that some nodes were more effective at sending data
and others more suited to receiving data. Comparing Receiver Perspective Coverage and Senders
Perspective Coverage will allow us to draw conclusions on the asymmetry of radio ranges in this
experiment.
6.6.2 Senders Perspective Coverage
Senders Perspective Coverage is a measure of how well a node propagated its messages to other
nodes. We use the term SPC to determine the average senders perspective coverage per node, and
spc to define the average senders perspective coverage per message. They are calculated as follows.
n = number of messages a node sends
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N = number of Nodes
P(Nodek succesfully propagates mi to Nodel) = Pkil
for Nodek sending message mi to Nodel Pkil =
 1 if Nodel received mi from Nodek0 otherwise
(6.1)
spc =P(Nodek successfully propagates mi to a randomly chosen Node) =
∑N
l=1,l 6=k Pkil
N − 1 (6.2)





Senders Perspective coverage per message is calculated in equation 6.2, averaged over all messages
for a single node is equation 6.3. The probability of a randomly chosen node successfully propagating
a randomly chosen message to a randomly chosen node is the average SPC across all nodes which is
defined in equation 6.4.





6.6.3 Receivers Perspective Coverage
Receivers Perspective Coverage, RPC is a measure of how well a node received messages from other
nodes. We define rpc as the receivers perspective coverage per message and RPC as the receivers
perspective coverage per node. The equation for rpc is almost identical to that for spc since for a
single message node pairing the probability of successfully receiving is equal to the probability of
successfully propagating. Thus we use Pkil from equation 6.1 in the calculation of rpc. Note that all
that has changed is k and l are substituted for one another.
rpc =P(Nodel successfully receives mi from a randomly chosen Node) =
∑N
k=1,k 6=l Pkil
N − 1 (6.5)
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The average RPC is calculated in Equation 6.6 using Pkil from Equation 6.1:





6.6.4 Results and Analysis
We will first present figures that illustrate Senders Perspective Coverage. This performance measure
allows us to establish how well encounter propagation performed at distributing a particular Node’s
messages throughout the network. We consider the messages from a particular source node. The
coverage for each message is calculated as the average coverage over all nodes except the source.
We plot a stacked bar chart. The total height of the bar represents the SPC as calculated
in equation 6.3. Each bar is broken into 6 sub-bars one for each message, each representing spc
calculated in equation 6.2. If a single message has coverage spc = 1, the sub-bar representing this
will show its maximum height of 1/6, a single message coverage of spc = 0.5 will have a bar of height
0.5/6. Thus when all 6 messages have coverage of spc = 1, therefore sub-bar height of 1/6 the total
height of the bar will be 1 and so the total average coverage SPC = 1.
Secondly we will plot the Receivers Perspective Coverage, RPC. This performance measure allows
us to establish how effective encounter propagation was at delivering all messages to particular nodes.
In these figures the bar height represents RPC, and each sub bar represents rpc.
Thursday
We begin by looking at the SPC for Thursday in figure 6.3 The average SPC observed by nodes
in Thursday’s experiment is 0.62. The division of node and message coverage is as follows. Node0
achieved high coverage on all 6 messages giving Node0 an average coverage of SPC = 0.97. Node14
achieved only SPC = 0.03 only propagating m0. Node4 has low coverage for all messages except that
message 2 has nearly full coverage. The remaining nodes achieved good coverage on most messages,
averaging coverage of SPC ≈ 0.69. It seems only natural that Node0 (the laptop), achieve a higher
coverage seeing as it has a transmission power much greater than that of the PDAs.
We now examine the RPC for Thursday’s experiment in figure 6.4. Node14 now achieves RPC of
0.67 and Node4 has RPC of 0.63. The remaining nodes are distributed around the range 0.4 . . . 0.8.





















Figure 6.3: Senders Perspective Coverage by node, per message: Thursday
Discussion
Notice the main differences between the two figures. Node0 has considerably lower RPC than SPC, a
fall of 0.6 from SPC = 0.97 to RPC = 0.37. On the other hand, node 14 has improved coverage by
0.64 from SPC = 0.03 to RPC = 0.67 and Node4 from SPC = 0.23 to RPC = 0.37. To summarise
the variation in coverage. Nodes 1, 4, 9, 10 and 14 show a reasonable increase whilst nodes 0, 2, 6 11
and 13 show a decrease. The remaining nodes 3, 5, 7, 8, 15 only show a small change in coverage. The
reduction observed from SPC to RPC observed on Node0 is likely due to with asynchronous wireless
range. Recall that Node0is an IBM Thinkpad T30 laptop. This model has large radio antenna along
either edge of its screen. From earlier experiments it is obvious that the range of communication by
the laptop is much higher than the PDAs. Thus beacons from PDAs will only reach the Laptop once
within the laptop’s transmission range. This means that a when the laptop receives a beacon from a
new Node and therefore detects an encounter, the encountered Node is inside the transmission range
of the laptop. The laptop is therefore is highly likely to succeed in transmission of any messages it
carries. Conversely, PDAs may receive beacons from the laptop whilst the laptop is outside of their
transmission range and thus when they broadcast messages on encountering the laptop they are less
likely to reach it. This is an example of a communication grey zone, the PDA is able to detect the
laptop, but is unable to transmit data to it. The increasing and decreasing performance coverage of
PDA nodes may be related to this.
Although examination of encounter histories for each node has not allowed us to conclusively
prove or deny this theory. We propose that the PDAs have similar wireless range to one another
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but that the asymmetry in wireless range is exacerbated by the environmental conditions thus
creating transient and fading network links as nodes move past obstacles that generate reflections or
block signals altogether. Placing a wireless transmitter/receiver next to a large metal surface like a
whiteboard may effectively block out radio communication from the other side of the white board
but also increase the reception from signals on the same side as the device. The encounter histories




















Figure 6.4: Receivers Perspective Coverage: Thursday
Friday
In Friday’s Experiment Senders Perspective Coverage in figure 6.5 is a little lower. An average SPC of
0.59. Node0 this time only achieves a coverage of SPC = 0.69. The highest coverage of SPC = 0.83
is achieved by Node 5. All other nodes show a coverage range between 0.3 . . . 0.7.
The Receivers Perspective Coverage for Friday’s experiment is graphed in figure 6.6. Node 0 shows
a similar reduction, RPC is 0.42. Most other nodes again show a coverage range of RPC = 0.3 . . . 0.6.
Discussion
Again we examine the major differences between sending and receiving coverage graphs. Fridays
differences show the expected decrease in performance from SPC to RPC by Node0 (the laptop)
a fall from SPC = 0.69 to RPC = 0.42. We see the high performing Node5’s coverage fall from
SPC = 0.83 to RPC = 0.61. Summarising these performances again yields three groups of devices.









































Figure 6.6: Receivers Perspective Coverage: Friday
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Those that are relatively stable 3, 6, 8, 10, 11.
So here we examine the three distinct groups of results, those that increase dramatically in
coverage SPC to RPC, those that show small differences and tose that show large reduction of
coverage from SPC to RPC. Examining the encounter histories which are in Appendix A we see a
pattern emerge. Those that have a large increase from SPC to RPC tend to have frequent short
encounters as exemplified by Node14 on Thursday as shown in figure 6.7. Those that show little
change have both long and short encounters; Figure 6.8 shows Node5 on Thursday with such a
pattern. Where we see the large decrease from SPC to RPC we see much longer encounters taking
place, such is the case with Nodes 0 and 13 on both Thursday and Friday. Here we show three
















Encounter History for Node 14 : Thursday
Figure 6.7: Message History for node 14, (Thursday)
The difference between the coverage of Thursday and Friday’s experiments is only 0.05. It seems
likely that this is caused by natural variation in mobility of users. Examination of the locations in
which nodes were based shows that on Thursday we have a single node on floor 9. On Friday we have
no nodes on floor 9. This would given more separation and thus fewer encounters between nodes on

















Encounter History for Node 5 : Thursday
















Encounter History for Node 0 : Thursday
Figure 6.9: Message History for node 0, Thursday
6.7 Simulated Performance
Using Encounter History for a Mobility Pattern
In a simulation, nodes use mobility patterns to generate a series of time linked coordinates. As
simulation time progresses the simulator steps each node through its coordinates. Each time a node
makes a transmission, the simulator decides if communication is possible between any pair of nodes.
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To do this it compares the coordinates of communicating nodes using a radio model to determine
whether or not two nodes are able to communicate. In our next set of simulations we can dispense
with the radio model as we have a set of Encounter Histories which tell us exactly when our nodes were
able to communicate with one another. As simulation time increases the encounter and departure
events provide a snapshot of which nodes are able to communicate with one another. In order to
capture figures of theoretical maximum performance, we remove the effects of radio asymmetry from
the simulation. To do this we make each encounter symmetrical. For example compare encounter
histories for Nodes 0 and 14 on Thursday, figures 6.9 and 6.7. We can see that Node0 observes
two long lived encounters with Node14, whereas Node14 observes many very short encounters with
Node0 during the same periods. For our simulation we use the union of these encounter histories,
so now both Node0 and Node14 would see two long encounters. Compare Nodes 5 and 14, Node5
encounters Node14 for three brief occasions toward the end of the experiment. Node14 on the other
hand encounters Node5 briefly at the start and toward the end of the experiment. To take the union
of these encounters both nodes would now see the same set of encounters: one at the start and three
towards the end.
6.7.1 The Simulation
To further investigate the performance of Encounter Gossip we can use our newly acquired Encounter
History as replacement mobility pattern for each Node in a simulation. We set up an ideal world
simulation to ascertain what the maximum coverage that could be achieved under this mobility
scenario with a range of different encounter thresholds. In this simulation radio ranges are not used,
the Encounter History data from the experiment is used as a direct indication of when nodes came
into contact with one another. Removing the beacon and encounter detection and replacing message
transmission with immediate passing of messages. Note: An encounter observed by only one Node
in the Encounter History will be observed by both Nodes in the simulation. During an encounter,
communication is assumed to be collision free in both directions. This in effect simulates an ideal
MAC and PHY layer in which a nodes neighbours are known to it, and transmission is instantaneous
and error free. As such we are effectively using a real world mobility model.
Figures 6.10-6.17 show the performance of the protocol under ideal simulation using the mobility
data obtained from the experiment.
6.7.1.1 Coverage
Figures 6.10-6.11 show the coverage achieved under simulation. Both graphs show a now familiar
curve that increases rapidly as the number of encounters is increased from 0 to 4 and flattens to
almost horizontal by the time 8 encounters are reached. Table 6.3 allows us to compare performance
figures at a glance. Thursday shows a coverage of 0.92 at 8 encounters, where Friday shows 0.88 a
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Performance Measure Thursday Friday
Coverage Observed 0.64 0.59
Simulated 0.92 0.88
Redundant Broadcasts Observed 4.73 4.95
Simulated 6.79 6.34
Response Time (s) Observed 19340 6903
Simulated 8335 3385
Propagation Time (s) Observed 15974 4136
Simulated 4970 1283
Table 6.3: Table of performance measures at τ = 8, comparing Observed and Simulated Values
difference of 0.4 which is comparable to that shown in our experimental performance: Thursday was
0.64, Friday 0.59 a difference of 0.05.
Comparing simulated coverage to the real world experiment coverage we see an increase in the
simulation of 0.28 for Thursday and 0.28 for Friday over the observed coverage. This indicates the
effect of the assumptions made in the simulation, error free, symmetric transmission of messages. It
also allows us to see the maximum coverage gain that could be achieved in the current scenarios if
an ideal MAC, PHY and encounter detection were developed and used in the real world.
It is also worth noting that coverage only reaches 0.94 on Thursday and 0.93 on Friday even at
16 encounters. This suggests that in this scenario it is very unlikely that coverage could ever reach 1
even with infinite encounters as the network is never totally connected to deliver or receive certain
messages.
In this environment it is difficult to calculate an estimate for the simulation area as it is irregular
3D and theoretically infinite, as users were not physically restricted to the buildings. It is also
impossible to calculate a wireless coverage for our nodes since the location of the node will severely
alter the range and shape of coverage achievable. We can however compare these results with those
from our initial GloMoSim simulations in Section 3.4 on page 36. We saw that with a density of 0.5
a coverage of 0.99 was achieved at 8 encounters and that coverage of 1 was achieved by 12. This
suggests that the density of the real world experimental network was considerably lower than this.
We propose that the mobility of the nodes is the key factor here; some nodes may be isolated from
others for a majority of the experiment. As we noted earlier when discussing the coverage losses
shown between Thursday and Friday, missing nodes on floor 9 would have helped to cause longer
partitions in the network. In fact it is clear that there are distinct groupings of nodes that would
likely encounter one another frequently. Those close to one another on any particular floor. And
those close to one another perpendicularly. The separation of the Daysh Building 8th floor from the
Claremont Tower by one floor and a considerable horizontal span containing external walls would
have helped to create another partition.
The simulated performance of our algorithm is much higher than that of our actual experiment
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using the same encounter data. This illustrates the effects of several obstacles:
1. Collisions and other radio effects cause large message loss.
2. Encounter detection scheme and knowledge of neighbours is not ideal (ie. Communication Grey
Zones not fully compensated for).
We feel it is less likely that collision is the major cause of such drops in coverage. Assuming all 21
nodes were present and correct, each node beacons infrequently, every 500ms and with 250ms Jitter.
Only 6 messages are initiated by each od N nodes, 1 every 10 minutes. At a maximum 6N messages
can be in the network, with a maximum of N*τ transmissions of each message. Thus the maximum
number of messages in transmit over the entire experiment is 6 ∗N2 ∗ τ . That is only 126 messages
for a sum total of 21168 transmissions as a maximum. Over the period of the experiment which is
approximately 3 hours that is only 2.3 messages per second, hardly enough to saturate the network.
Although transmissions are restricted mainly to encounters and so transmission would be bursty.
It is more likely that the encounter detection played a larger part. It is probable that the radio
coverage of each node was not symmetrical due to differences in power at each node and interference
and reflections of transmission caused by the physical environment. It would be worth exploring the
encounter detection mechanism further and should be investigated in future work. In fact design of
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Simulated coverage : Friday
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Figure 6.11: Simulated Coverage: Friday
6.7.2 Transmission Power, Network Density and Encounter Frequency
In this section we will examine the scenario to show how challenging the environment is when
compared with our earlier simulations. In earlier GloMoSim simulations in Chapters 3 . . . 5 we have
used network density as a parameter to vary through several experiments. It was found that a higher
density produced higher coverage, even with lower encounter threshold. As we have mentioned earlier,
it is impractical to calculate the density of our real network. Instead, we can observe the average
number of neighbours a given device has over the period of the experiment. For comparison, we use
an earlier vanilla Encounter Gossip GloMoSim scenario. We test speeds of 1ms−1 and 2ms−1 which
are reasonable for human mobility speeds. To calculate the average number of neighbours for Nodek
we sum the duration of all encounters between Nodek and Nodesj...n (i 6= j) and divide this by the
duration of the simulation. To get an average figure for all nodes we sum the resultant value for each
node and divide by total number of nodes.
Figure 6.12 plots network density against the number of neighbours. There is a linear relationship
between density and number of neighbours and that the speed of movement alters the gradient, a
higher speed results in a higher gradient. It follows then that higher average neighbourhood sizes are
proportional to higher densities and should equally produce higher coverage. Also a higher speed
causes a higher neighbourhood size.
It is impossible for us to calculate the actual mobility speeds of the nodes in our real world
experiment, but since our protocol relies on encounters occurring at a reasonable rate, we can

























Density vs Number of Neighbours
Simulation 1m/s
Simulation 2m/s
Figure 6.12: Density vs number of Neighbours
intervals over the whole experiment time. By calculating this performance metric for both real
world and the simulation above we can compare our real scenario against simulation parameters.
Figure 6.13 shows the relationship between Encounter Frequency and average number of neighbours.
Again this plots GloMoSim data for speeds 1ms−1 and 2ms−1 along with these we also plot the
points for our observations from our real world experiments. We see that this time the frequency of
encounters increases faster than linear, as the average number of neighbours increases. The encounter
frequency achieved by our real world experiments is lower than both simulation results at these
average neighbours. This is indeed a challenging environment.
6.7.2.1 Redundant Broadcasts
The number of redundant transmissions made per node per message can be seen in Figures 6.14-6.15.
Each shows a linear increase in redundancy, Thursday reaches 7.1 redundant transmissions at 8
encounters and Friday reaches 5.2. This is similar to earlier GloMoSim results shown in 4.5 page
53. We also plot the observed experiment results here for comparison. They are 4.56 and 4.72
respectively, these values are lower than the simulated values, but this is to be expected as coverage
was also lower thus fewer messages were being transmitted by fewer nodes. Redundancy schemes
proposed in 4.5 would likely have little effect here as the density is so low. It would be prudent to
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Redundant Broadcasts : Friday
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Figure 6.15: Redundant Broadcasts per Node vs Encounters: Friday
6.7.2.2 Timing
The timing graphs are depicted in figures 6.16 and 6.17. Propagation time being the time taken to
reach maximum propagation of the message. Response time is the time taken to stop transmitting
the message. These both show that the time taken to achieve the given coverage is the approximately
same after the increase from 0-2 encounters. In Thursday’s case propagation time is 4970seconds
(1hr, 23mins). On Friday this drops to 1283seconds (18mins), note that this corresponds to the lower
coverage of Friday’s experiment, a coverage of 0.88 rather than Thursday’s 0.98. The response time
in each case increase approximately in linear fashion after the initial increase. Thursday reaches
8335seconds (2 hr 19 mins) at 8 encounters, where Friday reaches 3385 seconds (56mins). The
experimental results are also plotted here, they are higher than the simulated results again due to
asymmetric message transmission.
We can compare these figures to the timing figures in Section 3.4. Those show that with a
density of 0.5 and mobility of 20ms−1 that at 8 encounters propagation and response times are
between 350seconds and 400seconds. This is lower than those observed in our experiment due to a
neighbourhood size, speed and therefore lower density.
Another very interesting observation is that the time to reach maximum propagation remains
virtually constant in both cases. It would be expected that this time fall as you increase τ . One
possible explanation for this is that the encounters may be more common between the same pairs of
nodes. That it is more likely that a node encounter another node that it has already encountered
than one at random. If this were the case then counter c would reach the encounter threshold τ early,
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Figure 6.17: Timing Graphs: Friday
6.8 Real World Mobility
The generation of mobility models for simulation of MANETs has been researched for many years,
Camp et al provide a summary of many of these in [10]. The goal of mobility models developed,
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has typically been to evaluate the performance of routing protocols. We have investigated the
performance of EG with Random Way Point (RWP) and Manhattan Grid (MG) models in earlier
chapters. It is clear however from the simulations in section 6.7.1 that EG performs differently with
this instance of real world mobility.
A lack of realism is inherent in randomly generated patterns such as RWP and MG. To introduce
realism, different aspects of mobility have been investigated. A new mobility model using buildings
as obstacles to mobility and radio transmission is proposed in [40]: using Voronoi graphs they derive
paths upon which nodes may move. In [15, 39, 2, 68, 36], research into the inter-encounter distribution
of real world mobility traces and the meaning of this for real world opportunistic networking is carried
out. A common property of many mobility models found in the literature is that inter-encounter
interval is distributed exponentially. We use this to make our analytical approximation for τ tractable,
in Section 3.3.
In [15] four mobility traces are analysed: two from self run experiments, one from Dartmouth
[36] and one from UC San Diego [68]. It is argued that for all 4 data sets, the tail distribution of
inter encounter time is distributed with a power law of low coefficient; 0.6 or 0.28 data set dependant.
The work goes on to examine the expected transmission delay an algorithm should experience. If
distribution of encounter intervals is distributed with a power law with coefficient cf :
• cf < 1 no stateless forwarding algorithm can achieve transmission delay with finite expectation.
• 1 < cf < 2 stateless algorithms that propagate sufficient copies of the message may succeed
• cf > 2 any stateless algorithm converges.
Taking these findings into account and also motivated by social networking theories, new mobility
patterns have been developed [69, 20]. Evaluating our protocols against these new mobility models
would be interesting future work.
We plot the inter encounter intervals experienced by nodes in our experiments in figures 6.18. . .6.19.
In both experiments we find that the tail of the distribution of inter encounter intervals is heavier
than that of the calculated exponential distribution. An approximate power law distribution with
cf = 2 provides a much better fit. We have shown therefore that EG provides good coverage even
under a real world experiment with a power law distribution. In the light of this distribution it may
be worth evaluating encounter gossip by simulation using a mobility model that generates encounters
with a power law distribution.
Chaintreau also plots the encounter durations experienced in his experiment sets and we provide



















Figure 6.18: Inter-encounter intervals: Thursday
6.9 Summary and further work
We have developed a Java implementation of Encounter Gossip and performed two experiments
within a realistic environment, the Claremont Tower Complex, a group of buildings with poor wireless
transmission qualities. Results have shown that the protocol works under this difficult scenario.
Whilst performance was not as high as we might hope there two areas to investigate are identified as
to the cause of the sub ideal performance: message collision and encounter detection system. We have
used Encounter History data gathered from the experiment to simulate the protocol under a real
mobility pattern (identical to that of the actual experiments) and review the performance that could
be achieved with perfect message transmission. These simulations have shown similar performance
to that of earlier GloMoSim runs although the maximum coverage achieved was never above 0.92.
It has been established that the protocol generates a similar number of redundant transmissions
as found in simulation and so implementation of some of the optimisation techniques discussed in
Chapter 4 would be necessary.
It would make an interesting extension to perform an experiment to discover how isolated groups






































During the course of this thesis we examined the existing Broadcast protocols for MANET, proposed
our own solution and tested it through simulation and experiments. Whilst there are other protocols
that attempt to provide good coverage in the Broadcast-in-time scenario, there are areas where they
all fall down. Both AF (Adaptive Flooding) and HG(Hyper Gossiping) [98], [51] perform poorly if the
lifetime of a broadcast not adequately set since they cannot predict the Ideal Minimum Propagation
Time (IMPT): if the lifetime is too low then coverage will be poor; if the lifetime is too high for the
mobility of the network then many redundant transmissions will be made. We introduced Encounter
Gossip (EG), a protocol based around encounter threshold propagation. This protocol provides high
coverage in Broadcast-in-space scenarios no matter the speed of mobility. As density increases and
we move into Broadcast-in-time scenarios EG is equally successful.
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
1. Introduction of Encounter Gossip, a family of encounter propagation protocols (Chapter 3).
2. Mobility and density independent estimate for the value of τ that is expected to achieve high
coverage (Chapter 3, equation (3.6)).
3. Improvements to the protocol aimed at reducing the number of redundant transmissions
(Chapter 4). In particular, a combination of RAD and α-reduction is both simple and efficient,
and hence is worth implementing.
4. An efficient generalisation to multiple propagations in parallel (Chapter 5).
5. An implementation and validation of the protocol in a real-world environment (Chapter 6).
6. Quantitative performance results obtained by simulation (Sections 3.4, 4.5, 5.6, 6.7 ).
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7.1 Encounter Gossip
We have introduced EG, the τ -propagation family of Broadcast protocols. Moreover we provide a
Mobility-independent estimate for the value of τ that achieves high coverage, arbitrarily close to 1.
We have shown using GloMoSim simulation under both Manhattan Grid and Random Waypoint
mobility at densities ranging from 0.5 to 6.5 with speeds of 2ms−1 . . . 100ms−1, EG can achieve a
coverage approaching 1 with an appropriate τ . Whilst the Manhattan Grid model provides more of
a challenge we have shown that increasing τ is sufficient to overcome this challenge. Considering our
analytical predictions concerning τ . For 64 nodes, the encounter threshold given by equation 3.6 is
τ = 10, and the figures indicate that they do, indeed, achieve coverage close to 1. In fact, when the
density is high, the threshold provided by equation 3.6 is rather conservative.
7.2 Optimisation
We have optimised EG to reduce the cost of high coverage. Attempting to reduce the number of
redundant transmissions used in the propagation of a message is clearly a worthwhile effort. Using
RAD and other techniques from the literature we are able to achieve a significant reduction in
redundancy. Our key achievement in this, is the introduction of our α-reduction policy. It is by far
the most effective of those tested and when combined with RAD achieves further reduction.
A real world network may have areas of high density and areas of low density. It would be ideal
therefore to have a single τ that could be used in all densities. To achieve high coverage in low
density networks a large τ is required which in turn produces more redundant transmissions. Our
experiments have shown that, at low node density, the average number of redundant transmissions
per node can be reduced by about 30% in the Random Waypoint mobility model, and by twice that
amount in the Manhattan Grid model. Experiments with this same high τ at high density show that
by using RAD plus α-reduction policies we can achieve a 75% reduction in redundant transmissions,
down to almost the same level of redundancy that would be created with a much lower τ whilst
maintaining the high level of coverage.
An interesting observation is that, at the threshold levels that are necessary to achieve high
coverage, the simple policies — RAD, α-reduction and Broadcast Count reduction — perform no
worse than the ones employing caches and message lists (EH and PH). In fact, the α-reduction




In examining the operation of EG using multiple Broadcasts we have identified two serious performance
issues: Encounter Redundancy and Departure Redundancy. We have introduced modifications to
the algorithm to overcome these issues. We have demonstrated that considerable improvements in
coverage can be achieved, particularly when comparing high speeds and low densities. We have also
examined a new performance measure to evaluate the possibility of achieving FIFO Order Reliable
Broadcast without recovery mechanism and found that at Density = 0.5, 3.5, 6.5 for τ = 10, 4, 2
respectively we can achieve FIFO Order Coverage approaching 1.
7.4 Encounter Gossip in the real world
The examination of the performance of any Broadcast protocol would not be complete without
some testing in a real environment. We have therefore developed and tested a Java implementation
of Encounter Gossip and performed two experiments within a novel realistic environment, the
Claremont Tower Complex, a university office block complex with poor wireless transmission qualities.
Results have shown that the protocol achieves good coverage even in this difficult scenario. Whilst
performance was not as high as we might hope there two areas to investigate are identified as to
the cause of the sub ideal performance: message collision and encounter detection system. Using
Encounter History data gathered from the experiment we were also able to simulate the protocol
under a real mobility pattern (identical to that of the actual experiments) and compare the maximum
performance that could be achieved with that of the real world experiments. These simulations
have shown similar performance to that of earlier GloMoSim runs although the maximum coverage
achieved was never above 0.89. This itself is an indicator that the environment was particularly
hostile as this is the maximum any protocol could have achieved. It has been established that
the protocol generates a similar number of redundant transmissions as found in simulation and so
implementation of the optimisation techniques discussed in Chapter 4 would be necessary.
7.5 Evaluation of τ estimate
The effectiveness of our estimate for τ from equation 3.6, can now be examined with respect to all
experiments. We here display the formula once more for simplicity. For our simulations in chapters
3, 4 and 5 we use 64 nodes which gives us an the following.
τ = 2dlnn+ γe
τ = 2dln 64 + 0.5772 . . .e
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τ = 10
In chapter 3, where we make initial investigations into the performance of EG, we find that the
figures indicate that they do, indeed, achieve coverage close to 1. In fact, when the density is high,
the threshold is rather conservative.
In chapter 4 we show that we can reduce the number of redundant transmissions significantly in
higher density networks. Specifically we show that using α-reduction we can achieve a low, almost
constant, level of redundancy in high densities regardless of tau: with density = 6.5, at τ = 2,
redundant transmissions ≈ 1.5; at τ = 10, redundant transmissions ≈ 2.5. This means that a single
τ can be used effectively across all densities with minimal additional redundancy.
In chapter 5 we show that when multiple broadcasts are made in parallel we can achieve the same
high coverage with τ = 10. We have also show that this is sufficient to achieve FIFO delivery for all
densities.
We made a final experimental evaluation of EG in chapter 6. Here we show that for 19 nodes using
τ = 8 we achieved a coverage of 0.64 and 0.59 for Thursday and Friday’s experiments respectively.
Moreover, we find that in our ideal network, real mobility simulation (using the captured real world
mobility) that coverage reaches it’s maximum coverage of 0.92, and 0.88 respectively at τ = 8, see
figures 6.10 and 6.11. From this point increasing τ has negligible improvement on coverage even
at τ = 16. It is therefore unlikely a higher coverage than this is possible, which indicates that our
experimental coverage results provide approximately 70% of the maximum possible coverage in a
real world scenario.
7.6 Take Home Message
• Encounter: On discovering a new node retransmit broadcast message m, increment c(m).
• τ : When c(m) > τ terminate.
• Estimate τ : τ = 2dlnn+ γe
Encounter Gossip provides a high coverage broadcast solution for highly partitioned ad-hoc
networks. Simple optimisations proposed here automatically come into effect when density is high
and allow the protocol to provide high coverage with minimal redundancy. EG can also provide
FIFO delivery in a cost effective manner. An additional attractive feature is that the deployment of
EG does not require prior knowledge of network topology, density, speed or mobility pattern; only
the number of nodes.
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7.7 Further Work
Our encounter threshold propagation gets around issues with using lifetimes to limit the propagation
of broadcast in MANET. However, if mobility may be such that even this is not sufficient, and the
threshold expires before the broadcast is complete there will be lower coverage. One strategy for
helping to deal with this could be to maintain a limited recent neighbourhood memory, in order
to reduce the effect of encountering the same nodes repeatedly. In order to recover from anything
that may cause loss of coverage a method of requesting messages should also be investigated. One
possible strategy is outlined below.
The data obtained from the real world experiment may provide us with yet more information
from further investigation. We should examine at the clustering and node degree of the mobility
traces to establish its effect on Encounter Gossip’s performance.
At present we have not investigated the behaviour of our protocol when messages are too great
in number for all to be buffered. Naturally a FIFO approach to this would lead older messages to
expire whilst they still may be relevant to currently un-encountered partitions. This extinction of
messages would also make robust FIFO delivery more problematic. Here we outline an approach
to share responsibility for messages across the network. When making its final transmission of a
broadcast a node inserts a keeping flag into the message which is initially holds the value 1. All
nodes hearing this, tag their copy of the message with this information. When they come to their
final transmission they also add the keeping flag incrementing the value by 1. We would experiment
with a threshold value at which point to not transmit a keeping flag, the higher the threshold, the
more nodes would keep each message. When buffers become full nodes may delete messages which it
has not decided to keep, with priority of deletion then going to those with the highest keeping flag
value. The necessary recovery of missing messages introduces additional delay in propagation, the
effects of different recovery policies should be assessed with this in mind.
This distribution of responsibility for messages lends itself to helping recover lost messages. Since
messages will be around for longer than a single buffer may contain them, recovery attempts may
still be successful after a longer period. This recovery method and evaluation of these enhancements
will be well worth investigating in the future.
In this thesis we have shown EG’s high coverage in a range of scenarios. We have provided a
limited comparison with Hypergossiping showing that for a range of node densities Encounter Gossip
provides higher coverage than Hypergossiping at a moderate cost of higher repeated transmissions.
Yet it would be prudent to provide a more in depth study comparing against other algorithms in the
Broadcast-in-time scenario. It would be worth performing simulations to compare and contrast the
effective differences of performance between EG and protocols such as AF and HG using real world
mobility traces. These protocols have not been tested in the real world and we would have liked to
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evaluate and compared their performance under the relatively new Obstacle Mobility Model [41] and
mobility models based on social networks theory [69, 20]. Recent work also provides new ways of
generating realistic mobility traces which may be used [87].
7.7.1 Node Failure
We do not claim EG is a fault tolerant protocol. However it does exhibit some resilience to node
failure. We present the following worst case scenario for Encounter Gossip protocol. Where the first
node has failed to propagate it’s message on all but the final transmission:
• Node0 of N nodes EG broadcasts a message m.
• Node0 has made τ broadcasts; one broadcast still to make.
• EncNodes0 = {Nodei|Node0 has transmitted m to Nodei}
• |EncNodes0| = τ
• ∀Nodei ∈ EncNodes0, Nodei has crashed.
• Node0 transmits for the final time to Nodej .
On first sight this may look like a bad scenario for EG. However since Nodej has received the
message it will now perform τ transmissions on encounters. This is similar to Nodej initiating a
message in a network of size N − τ . Thus 2 nodes have the message with a lower effective network
size. Therefore the current τ will likely be as or more effective at reaching the remaining nodes.
Further investigation into these properties would be interesting.
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Figure A.31: Message History for node 14
